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‘towers. We looked at the guard-roonis in

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1,
We kneel, how weak;

pow

‘Why,

we

rise,

how

full of

enclure, should we do ourselves

this

Or others—that we are not always strong’;
That we ure ever overborne with care;
That we should
ever weak or heartless
be,
Anxious or troubled, when with us is prayer,

And Joy ut
and strength

and

courage 2

—T'renc

+0

Rival.establishments in
i Ventnor offer
- to the tourist his choice of vehicles start
ing at any time of day and in any direc-

means of a donkey

treading

the interior of a wheel.

great crowd of visitors refreshing tlem-

returning abou seven Pp. M. The toot of
the horn advertises their departure and
The wise man knows that if he

make one of these trips with a chance to
see apy thing as he rides

along,

he must

engage his sbat beforehand, - expressly

-. stipulating
for a particular
place.
Otherwisehie will find himself on & narrow perch looking backward into the
faces of the discontented occupants of the

back-seat. Nobody wants to ride inside
* umless his object is something beside
fine views. Our wise: man was post“ed on all these points,
and,
with
commanding positions beside and above
the driver, we had every advantage.
Those were days to be remembered.

In the bracing air, and

bright

sunshine,

ha El J

we flew along over the invariably smooth,
hard roads; now with high walls or
- hedges on either side; now with uninterrupted views of green fields and large
. detachments of the forty thousand sheep,

=.

J. -j

orof fields where the

grain, had

lately

“been harvested.* Nuw we passed th¥ough
an old English village with its one street
of

i

3

quaint

stone

cottages,

its

ancient

:

church and its Dragon or Griffin Inn
where the driver must. water the horses
and get some beer for himself; now in

:

the distance, came a view of the sea, ora

projecting.point where the chalk cliffs of

r

"Albion gleamed dazzlingly white in the
:

J

sunshine ; now we

passed

a

farm-house

with its array of out-buildings,.
hay and
straw

ricks,

thatched

roofs

and

stone-

paved yards,—all excessively
new
to
American eyes; now on a hill-top. appeared an obelisk or a light-house, and extensive white holes in the green turf were
announced as chalk pits. Here and there
dirty, happy children, stared with open
Tholths and eyes and shouted *¢ Tally

cL

““7jb!" Now and then appeared

_

d

the

above

the water,

which

on the left, but all the upper, and probably some lower apartments are destroyed.

A few steps lead to "the summit of the
platform from which there is a prospect
of great extent and beauty. The lofty
ramparts, the thick, rough. walls, the
narrow passages, the stone floors worn
by feet long since dust,—all teil of a
period when attack and defense were the

bave saved him were convinced: that he
could not be trusted. Allowed
much’
liberty at first, he was. kept more and
more closely a prisoner and his efforts to
escape were frustrated. Then he was
removed for six weeks of still closer con.
finement at Hurst Castle on the Hampshire coast, whence he passed to the brief

tragedy of -his trial

and

execution His

the island, standing

in the midst of heart ache to think of the grief and loneliextensive and/ beautiful grounds. For- ne:s which the -poor little: -things must
_merly, it belonged to the Earl of Yar- ‘have suffered at the change from life in a’
© borough, but, after'many changes, it is bright, beautiful, royal palace,
with loving,
now a boys’ school. * The chance of study- parents and attached servants to minister
ing amidst. such surroundings is enough to every want, to'the comfortless, gloomy
to make one wish to be one of the boys. rooms of the old castle, their dear father
«80, by parks and castles going,” alight no 1aore and their mother far away in
ing occasionally to visit a church, and exile. But the little Princess Elizabeth
sometimes gratifying our curiosity by a did not, endure it long. ‘She accidentalglimpse at the ‘interior of an ion, we ly got weton the bowling-green. of the
would arrive at our destination, have Castle. Féver and cold-ensued, and her

yet rich in this very

themselves at once to the soul for which

in our schools, fully and highly

educated.

The school is under the immediate charge |
of Sanatau Murmu, a bright young Santal, and a graduate of the Government
Normal School. 4 The pfospects. of “the
school. are good.
Its object is to fit young
men for teachers and this is kept steadily
in view..
.
os
On the wholo, the schools connected

secure

an

education.

¢ Dig, dig; scrape, scrape;

He

said:

beg, beg;

anything but steal, to get an education.”

In this day a ministry of the limited

they seem to be directly uttered.

church

ure that answered a good purpose 50 years

talks, ina similar vein, from

ago, is. as inadequate‘ as the
scholarship of the school-teachers of .that day
would be to teach our schools of this day.
Young men, do not be in too much haste
in jumping into the: ministry. Do not cut
across lots. Better spend half of your

valued - contributors to the Star: The
Penetrating power of Trath, and, The
radical Character of the Christian Faith.
The thoughts ssuggested by such subjects, with our mission seem to be doing a most
which can only come from the inspired ‘excellent work andto be in a generally

whole lives in mental and

heart

reflections of the tru

culture

than to work twice as long without it!
S000
0-9

PIOUS TALK.
' BY IDA: HAZELTON.
dE

|

‘“ Ah,

:

me!” murmurs some aged

faint,

nd climbed
: Tile stands.”

the

century,

hill upon which the
‘a
¢ Towers, koép,

The ancieny Britons, the
—muarks it now,
Romans, the Saxons, the Danes and the
Normaus have all done their share in man-

Christian

St. Paul in the Sacred Book.

as she drops her Blegees upon the open
Bible, and stops to
wipe her moistened

of’ the

The Romans

re-

paired and strengthened it. The Saxons in

;

the sixth ceutury raised the Keep; and the
artificial mound it stands on, which is
much higher than the ground plan of the
rest of the fortress. William Fitz Osborne,

is in WhO receiv: d ‘the islund as his reward for
i
ns
Eng und, included this Keep in his laryer Castle whigh covered a spuce of an
rot

Ee
gi

Tens
——

Sr

lords

Succeeding

gore und a hulf,

larg: «it and wholly Yebuily some

en-

parts;

ful

*

nineteenth

far behind.

century

Even

now,

lg

\

The two

el-

ements of the demonstration are necessary

to each other, as the two halves of # pair
of scissors.
When the ‘Roman Church,
therefore, with its corrupt teachings and
*blasphemous assumptions, its abominable
idolatries and its- never recanted. crimes,

Most rare

has left you too|
while you

sigh

the relief of the shipwrecked.

|
hillips found ‘one

memory.

The

design

represents

Princess lying on a mattress,

resting on

her

the

cheek

an open Bible

bearing ‘the

words ** Come unto me, all

yé that Jabot

and are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest.” From the Gthio
arch
beneath

‘death.

4
0-004

is absorbed behind his newspaper. in the
latest electric flashes from the threatening

commandments,

and as

she

and no wonder he punishes

us.

i

BY REY. aw
1. WHITORER

,

Prof. Howe's article on an educated
ministry, in a recent number of the Star,
-may-

ing

THN

if not caused, offense among the

older and

less educated OF OU. minhsters.

And

am of that ¢lass, I wish to speak

And us once, and without the

self.

4

for

‘

py

as ji
my

least

- But

of the

i who feelas she feels,

and the

half-drowned,

presents us

with

names of its idols,

miracles

through

we

not

need

the

concern

ourselves about their genuineness,

Argon

which,

if established, orly proves that ‘¢ working
of Satan with all power and signs and Iy—

The projected Passion Play at Booth’s
Theater is likely to fall through beforehand, for it, must be now evident to the

the present age, to talk of the simple you
and me, your soul and my * soul, our experiences, hopes and fears?
Yet there come seasons when the souls

pand

pay the

Some.

times}

entire

rap-

liberal.

of her

Schools

of

need

young girl

has

nciples

and accomplishments which had previous=

ly

charmed

her,

and seeks for a com-

{go

desires.
Restless, questioning, doubting
her own condition, she bethinks herself at
last ofa good,Christian woman,a humble,

he comes into my
even now, and
Heaven isa great
‘hears you,’ I

closet, as he often
whispersd§* Why
way off, and no-

say to him, * Go
right away, devil, I know you and I fear

cheer

work.

native
téachers
teaching in fair

foRl, under

trees,~ on veran-

weather ami

Been paid,

from

Christian friend,

view. And in after years, I doubt not
sbe looks back:to those pious talks which
brought
her in contact

with the

positive

practical -betief of that woman, as smoag
the most helptul influences upon. her
growing, Christian lile.
; Sometimes we find ploRyytalks (in the

the

first,
$9" school-work.\ Kach station has
bad its school for the ‘Jhildren

of native

Christians, and ‘there ha
been hoardingschools, orphanages ‘and
raining schools,
‘as have been needed:
MrA
Marshall reports that the Vernacula®\
school
still

maintains it8 position

as th§

class in Orissa, and its rank
tablished that the Patton

are \illing:

requite

the

Life-Saving

Stations-on the

with

coast liberally

probably

beds,

restoratives,
suitable
for

comthe

inciden$

including

to

"voluntary

pesti- |

to

They

have

just

come back,

Several pupils have successfully
the severe examination of the Gove

| mony

Inspector.
Of Jellasore, Miss Crawford says: The
irl’s school has. throughout. the year’
en-,
Sever-

tions successfully, and will receive aid §
frem the government in pursuing their
studies.
Seven of the girls have been
married, others have left to engage in
teaching, and three have been received,
The number now in Mviehgance. is Hilriy.
five.
2:
| LAL Santipore, Hiram W. Curtis, the lay.
been

keeping

up

a

day

of miracles

at Lourdes

and

Kvock,

nnd. even to have gone| so Afar
as to
gratulate the age lipon: this rE

con-

that miracles are - still Wrought through
faith, in answer to prayer.
Faith in what?

A woman?

a saint?

tee

Shi

HARVARD GOLLEGE AND THE MIN:
ISTRY.

Harvard college, like most of the early
founded literary institutions of the coun-

try, was established with the special. object of training young men for the ministry, and within the first sixty years of its.

century the proportion was 522 to a thou-

sand ; during the last century if was 2985:

and Bribe present century, 114. Dar-=
ing the ten years ending with 1870. the propor tion has been only

sand.

67

tu

a

thou- :

€

The article Yeferred to assigns various reasons for this remarkable decrease; .

but without doubt one of the main reas sons is to be found in the fact that the in- stitution has left its original evangelicals
foundation,

and

has

become

decidedlyy

quibbles about what it is, and about what

oeor his Son, for the Roman Church can not |
and does not afford to allow . its votaries
to.pass its own shrines and go ‘directly to
the One Mediator for anything. I shall

not believe that Dr. Tyog regards /this as
Christian faith, ér any
it as divine, datil | hear

miracles
him. |8ay

attending,
80.

As

| Lu the facts claimed they maxbe-conoedvd, if ‘necessary.

that

George

roll. a log:
that one of his corporals would not: handle, and the greatest ‘Eniperor of Russid

worked as a shipwright jn . Englindirts
learn the business. That's ust what you
want to do. Be energetie, look and act
with alacrity, take an interest in your
employer's success, work as though- the
business wus your own, i lett your emWwe

K

DOAN

an

b

a

Certainly not io God

Are we not assured

that

school which has been well attended. The in the last times false prophets shall ‘arise,
Santal village schivols have been well kept ind shall show great signs. and wonders,
. | iusomuch ‘that they shall'deceive, if it

up.

-

.

have it is not his place to do, will get the cold

knocked into shape “and making a‘ sensu
tion with their story.
Rev, Dr. Tyng, Jr.,
| |.is reported as having given in to the testi-

has:

to
op-

position which that claim was sureto. excite and does excite universally.
|’
os VIDL

Certain Irishmen of’ this vicinity
hai such faith as to knock’ (propitious | “shoulder.” There ir a story
Washington once helped to
pame; for them) and be healed of their in-

firmities.

preacher,

order

even deaths,

lenge, or war,

es-

‘without increased expense to- the

Park“ in

heroism;

emergencies, such as conflagration,

first of its |’
{so well

Central

PUT LIFE INTO YOUR WORK.
A Joung ian 's interest andduty both
dictate that he should - make himself indispensable to ‘his employers.
:
A young man should make his employ-er his friend, by doing faithfully and milimited ultimately to the sphere x’ ‘ship | nutely all that is entrusted to him.
wreck alone. The Association is intemdé
"It is a great mistake to" be over-nicely
as & permanent and uaiversal
' organ of fastidious about work.
Pitch in readily,
feminine ministry to distress,
whenever
and your willingness will be appreciated,
called for by extraordinary and sudden
while the ¢* high-toned” young man who

SCHOOLS ¥N INDIA.
Dr. Phillips says, n general that though
ours has been chiefi\a preaching mission,

much-attention has

Te-

the

make their retreat under cover of ‘the

the season,’in this city, and R3ppably in
some others; and it requires’ no prophet
to foresee an enthusiasm and success never yet matched since thie ladies’ fairs in aid
of the Sanitary Comission quring the
war.
Nor is the noble schente- of these ladles

das and in old sganties till there are now
over three hundled pupils in ten pehools,
in different localif§jes.

|,

wreck

to claim

Unitarian: The Propogtion’ of candidates”
for the ministry in "tlie “older orthodox
propriatious, for increasing the pay of the
colleges has.diminished, but not ag all: in
life-saving crews,
or at. least securing
them’ pensions {or life ,when' disabled or ‘the same great proportion as at. Harvard.
superannuated, and to
their famities when
The fact is,that with all the rationalism of’
their lives are I
An their dangerous’ ‘the day. there is no great demand for Uni~duty.
Not a word of comment should be
tarian ministers. - The people who go to
needed, and 00 eloquence ‘tould add any- church, as a general thing, wish ta hear
thing to the force of this simple proposi--|; the Gospel of the grace of God, and are
tion, Many liberabdonations were offered conscious that only a truly divine Reat the meeting just held. A grand fair in deemer iis adequate to the wants of the
aid of this most touching charity will
hunian soul. —N. Y. Observer.
donbtless be one of the leading features of
0-000

A

ant. The
‘faithful

also to

skilled nurses to some extent; and
(2) to
create fands and influence government ap-

Christianity.

in. the

and

fold: (1)<fo supply the U. S.

shipwreck,

illlps adds that the year- has

panionship which shall satisfy these new

When
does,
pray?
body

of

its

famished,

variegs conditions of distress

dnding thie obstacles to be overcome

felt the Spirit of God"

soul, and it stirs in its hidretreat. It will speak now,
peerless right as an immorturns from all the pleasures

half-frozen,

clothing, and all the
“forts
and
delicacies

when all the voices of the world are
drowned, and»are as though they were.
not : when pious talk becomes the only | she fognd much Encouragement, Miss
finds,
in Miduapore,
a great
means of communicating the ‘feelings of Hoope§
the soul or of satisfying its desire. .A amounf of poverty and distress, but not‘touching her
den, hushed
and claim its
tal apirit. She

‘limit. of

io the tender of such offices by the hands
of the women of the nation, with the wife
of the President (as proposed) at their
head.
“The special object which the ladies
in
itiatiiig this movement propose,
is two-

Miss

salary

the

the perils, the sufferings and

next

being taught than ever before.

to

themselves have found it out, and resolved

existence more than half of its graduates
| became ministers of the Gospel. Ac
of the brave rescuers, with ‘the tribute of cording to ‘a statement by Charles F..
public. gratitude in substantial ‘forms; Thwing,in the Harvard -Register, there.
has been a stéady decrease in the propos-these supplemental offices
“are properly
voluntary and popular, and there is extion of ministers to graduates from that:
quisite fitness and beauty,as well as effect,
fime to the present. Within the ' first.
quire; and

ill pupils have been found in the zenaThe people are paying more

gone

utterly nak®el castaways of the

ation will certainly ‘be a different one
the present.
Many bright and interome of whom are learning very

people,

“Constitutiopal authority.
To minister the
tender and effective relief which’ the often’

We have, nos the courage to break
: from all these old ties,but-our sons are
Hindus at all. I am a woman,and what
do starting all alone? But ‘in ‘my heart
eve this isthe right way.” There are

the pages of the Review witich burn and
pulsite with vital questions concerning

enjoying wore nnd more the ready sympathy of her simple faith,’ and deriving
real spiritual strength from edch inter-

AN EDUCATEDMINISTRY.

read,

people are learnjng these things grad-

disturbed empires across the seas, or close

‘the humble home of her

(}

pressed with the glorious work of the

studying

u shalt have no other gods before
she Jooked up and said: ‘ Now I

chords of classic music, you partber-saint

Theres come

woman

United States Life-Saving Service on our
‘dangerous Coasts, Tn organizing - and
supporting tll
t
service, on an economical.
but efficient scale (3nd with admirable
knew before that God gave any such
“Here we are worshiping fidelity to humanity! and to the perfect
ideal of ciyil service reform), the Governcsecidols.. No. wonder . it displeases'
ment has, in the opinion of
large portion

Lo

is seated nt her piano,enraptured with the |. ;

voice will be heard.

I hope none

of your readers are unacquainted or unim-

and wipe your moistened eyes, your
daughter who has lately joined the church

has taken hold of your" soul. Never let
one mile from the Castle, and her resting ‘it go unless it bless you. There is a
place was forgotten. In 1793 it was Sent in this world, who wants your soul,

:
»

as the Fa-

ther’s attestation of the Son.

.

was buried in the old church at Newport,

=--—
yt

is

ing wonders,” of which we are so amply
prosperous condition. Mgre money could
forewarned.
Lying wonders may be spube profitably used in providing for and
-| rious miracles, or: they may be miracles
maintaining them.
;
falsely claiming divine origin. * By their
- NEW YORK LETTER.
fruits”—not their miracles ye shall
* . NEw York,
Nov..30, 1880.
know them.”
“~

minister,

That is the way, my child, to
you not.’
ufucturing history forthe Isle of Wight which the figure reposes, hangs ai iron treat these doubts and fears. Kvep on
brovke Castle what it grating with ita bara broken
joyed more than usual prosperity.
nder praying and they will flee from you.”
!] has been’and what it is. First there was emblemalizing the prisoner's release
is-have passed Important .
-ahpipt
|
seeks
girl
by
-Again aod again the young

a British camp or fort,

miracles to which he appealed

and enviable iis that pen which can- thus
write directly to the, souls of men and
scatter its pious sentiments up and down
the world among so many homes.

4, barbican, ramparts and battleménts fro
accidentally discovéred and in 1856, Queen |
~ He is-struggling-for it now, hence
“Along the steep” and are just sufficiently’ Victoria erected a monument. to her hi your doubts and fears and = troubles.|
romantic
ruined and ivysclad to be
and picturesque. Impregnable strength
antiquity
marked it once, and great

one

current testimony of his divine: character
and teachings.
At the present day, indeed, it is the absolute divineness of} his
wisdom dnd goodness that- mainly ‘supports our faith in the divineness of the

are strong helps for. the building up of
| Christian character, and furnish the most
cherished columns. of our religious papers. One turns’ to them for help in
hours of spiritual hanger, just as instinet- | Thete are diversities of gifts, and also
ively as to those dear, helpful. letters of diversities of givers; and therefore it ‘is

George,

eleventh

the

of

Then,

too, Lam reminded of several of the later

cult-

Ls

have given us no assurance of the truth
of his divine pretensions without the com-

for the year with six boys, which number
bad increased to forty-oneia two months.

simplicity, interpret

Whereby'

that it is the last time.

Miracles of themselves are nothing to:
faith. ‘Those of the ‘Christ “himself could

dis-

educated

But I speak as’

unlettered dressmaker, whb had often
toiled long, and late over her own silks
weak form sunk to death. Supposing and flounces.
Modestly and tearfully,
or at some other * Ancient Briton's"— (the. herto have fallen asleep, her attendants
she
ells.
the
woman
the story of her new
dinner would be a rare experience of left the apartment for a short” time ; on
- itselt)—and, after transacting the partic- their return, she was dead, her - Bands experience and pours ‘out all the hopes
ular job of sight:seeing on hand would claspedin the attitude of prayer, and and fears of her inmostheart into a patient,
;
gather for a return passage by a different resting on an open Bible, her father's listening ear.
Strong, unerring and andoubting comes
route and past new objects of interest.
last and. cherished’ gift.” The visitor is
One day Carisbrooke Castle,in the cen- shown the small, dark room lighted .by back the homely response of cheer from
the tired soul which has safely battled
tre of the island, was our objective point. .one small window looking upon the courtwith the temptations of life. * My child,
We dined at the village of Carisbrooke near yard where the brief life of thirteen years
never
doubt sueh an experience as that.
it, gave a passing glance at the exterior |’ went out’in solitude and . sqrrow, She
Something of more than earthly power
of a

Midnapore

‘I go-for an educated ministry;

and use.

clouds in the East, while your oldest
among her notes |.
two” great pursuits, of mankind.
But daughter is reviewing
the
late
papers
read
at
the
Concord School
among the pictures brought. to mind by
of
Philosophy.
These
are
some of the abthe time and place, two stood forth promsorbing
interests
which
now”
demand iminent, and their central figures were the
mediate
atténtion
in
the
cultured
home
fugitive prisoner King Charles L aud’ his
little daughter Elizabeth, It was here circle. _The wealth of current literature, 2
that Charles sought refuge when he fled the noticeable beginnings “of national ten<
from Hampton Court to escape from the ters of art, the new and increasing dispower of Parliament. Here for gen or coveries of science and nature in every
twelve months he schemed
and nego- department, all these, -too, crowd” upon
tiated “and laid plans to betray both the eager mind. How shall one turn
from the restless yoices that come from
friends and foes, till those who would

two youngest children, a boy and a girl,
became inmates of Carisbrooke Castle
wor housé, and once we bad a full view of after their father’s death. It is said they
what bad been the handsomest place on | were humazely treated, but it makes-one’s

‘

the

do

do,’ to

alg?

trees the towers or roof of some old mau-

dinner at the Red Lion or Royal

in

were possible, the very elect?
we know

good that there, is a great «diversity
of
..
objects for giving,adapted to develop symmanager that it will prove a failure if prepathy and beneficence in all’ sorts of peoOne part of the |
sented. Edwin Booth has telegraphed his:
eyes,
‘‘how I'miss the good, old-fashple. The Woman’s National Relief Associprotest from London, and the general sen—
enclosure, call the Place of Arms, is used
ioned religious conversation of my youngation, which held its inaugural public meet. timepnt of respectable actors is. against it.
for the “exercise of the Isle of Wight
O-0-o
ving
ing here this, week,is a movement that will The city aldermen have passed a resoluArtillery Militia, who aljo have within er days, when we never visited a Christian
neighbor's
home
but
that
the
subject
of
elicit sympathy and beneficence, univer— tion strongly condemning it as an insult
MISSION
WORK.
the walls of the” Castle, flores of powreligion was’ the pri fcipal pay of our
sally, wherever there is a spark of humani- ‘to the sentiment of the Christian commuCONDUCTED BY REV. G, C. WATERMAN.
der, wagazine, Armstrong guns, &e.
ty.capable of being fanned into a glow;
nity, and looking to its pesitive prohibiThe most interesting of the whole ruin
y and from that point of view alone, it is ‘tion if possible. What the New York alZENANA WORK.
oF
But
alas
!
dear
“saint,
there
is
80
little
d
is the Keep. The artificial mound on which
to be a great dermen find too bad to endure carn “hardly
Miss Yda Phillips reports ‘that the work destined, we may hope,
it stands “is- sixty feet high and issur- pious talk in these days! Life is full of
find . toleration with the average man.
at Balasore has ‘gone on- steadily, except ‘blessing to the public. "For Thanksgiving
unusual,
importapt.meaning
in
this
busy,
rounded by a fosse. Its form is am irregfor aboyt two weeks, at one time, when" ‘week, no themes are so‘ appropriate as While devoutrsentiment abhors it, playgohurried
age.
There
are
so
many
tastes
to
ular polygon about sixty feet in its great
cholera was raging in ‘the ‘city and the those of good will to men,—to follow that ers could find no amusement in it.
est width.
A flight
of seventy-two gratify, so much to entice the outer ear people
of glory to God—and the Wprecstonied
The World's Fair of 1883, and its com| were nearly frantic - with fear.
and eye, that the inner senses of the soul
severity of the week's weather emphasiy
steps.leads to the entrance, which was
mittee of nobodies, are now visibly nearDeath
fis
Sa
and
hopeless
to
the
Hindu.
peculiarly the more immediate object Ee ing the end foreshadowed in these letters
once defended by a double gate, portcul- are likely to find but little use for their
this new organization offeminine ministry,-| ‘from the first. Some think the committee
lis, &o. The room containing the well is faculties. Alas! dear saint, this wonder-

tion. They also have coaches which ‘would selves with draughts of
make regular trips to prominent places of | was very cold and pure.
interest, starting about eleven A. »., and

was a

of Santal-schools

trict. In the coll season of 1863, five
schools were started in the jungles... The
number has . gradually
increased until,
there are now more than sixty schools in.
operation.
Of the Training school, Mr.
Burkholder writes that it. begun - its work

on steps ii
There

The Santal Training school has been removed to JBhimpore, where Mr. and Mrs.
Burkholder are “now- stationed.
This
school was opened 'in 1863, by Dr. Bacheler, with six boys, and was the . beginning

the Christian’s heart again full-blooded,
bounding on its loving service for humanity. I call to mind now, especially, an
article by Theodora L. Cuyler in ‘a religious weekly. The Christian invariably
reads his articles ‘first when they appear
in the papers. His pure, simple thoughts,

hundred feet deep, and water is drawn by

:

Among sectarian dis-

cussions, the histerical, scientifical, church
glad
to emphasize every 8¢D-. ‘and secular news which
the editor must
every word, if I could. .
furnish, there are, now and then, oh, so
speaks with a full heart from a very rarely, ‘real pious articles. Thoughts
of the value of high culture in which furnish food for the soul, and set

actual possession

the Keep, igsaid to have been three hundred feet deep, but is now partially filled
up. The other; in the Well House, iistwe

BY MARY B. PHILLIPS,

a.

Bro. H,
knowledge

with House also. Two wells are shown as
o|
great curiosities. One in the center of

. Nu. 8

- arrival.

be

teuce and

years, bat many of the rooms are in
ruins. “The ruins of the apartments- occu| pied by King. Charles are pointed
The room is seen in. which his dau
the Princess Elizabeth, died. The Governor’s house has been: restored ; the Well

tae ISLE OF “WIGHT.

i
:

would

gone restoration within the last thirty

wrong,

SERS

the towers and then went on into theinner
area cemprising the Norman portion of
the fortress. Some parts have under-

1880.

PRAYER.

religious journals.

the article

way erected in the time Eliz:
of
zabeth and I heartily as he, from a senseof the want of
mental culture and power that the schools
on to the second or principal entrance, a
of this day give, and which I would have,
handsome gateway with grooves for portir I were under 40 years of dge, if I had. to.
cullis and flanked by two moble round
do as Horace Mann advised young men to

The Morning Star,

Dover, N.H.

’

verbatim et itprtin et punctuatim ! . And I

the "Spanish Armada = was
expected,
A WEEKLY JuliansSN EWSparmn
added strong fortifications and the outer
Preowill Baptist
iat Printing Establishment, ditch was dug. We crossed the moat,
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
| our progress very much impeded by
To whom all letters on business, remittances of men and women who wanted to sell us
money, &c., should
be addressed, at Dover,N. H,
A
All communications designed for publication ‘ views,” passed through the. first gate

;

;

guise or equivocation, I endorse

time

Bo mind;

have your: mind in your

business, because itis that whieh, is go-

ing w help. you, not those omside attrac
tions which some of the boys are thivk-

ing aboat, Take a pleasure in work, do
not go about it in a listless, formal man-

| apr, buy with-alueritypod Shretfulmens:
and remember that while. wosking thus
for others, you are laying the

foundation

of yutir own success ir" life,
— Our Morn.
wg ‘Guide.
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i
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PRACTICAL LESSONS.

In addition to. those already noticed,
| we should consider the death of the good
man, the blessedness of his memory, the
inspiration of his example, his reward on
high.
.
3

Sabbath-School Lesson.-Dec. 12.
QUFSTIONS AND NOTES BY PROF. J. A. HOWE.
«2

»

pd

PYRE,

»

. Sunday-school

THE L AST DAY S OF JOSEPH.

fashioned
_M.

+

days
days
days
days
days
days

of Moses,
of Joshua.
of David.
of Paul. 2
of Christ.
of Joseph.

Communications.

of the

of

worship

It is now about

as some

eight-

and fifty years since the

first recorded croaking on this subject, by
conservatives of the day. It was when
the children of the Jewish - Bible-schools
in the temple courts were joining - in the
songs of praise. to Jesus, ‘And when
the chief-priests and scribes saw the

Just

wonderful

‘things that “he

didy and

the

| concert t vonired shout Harpers Foiry,
and we raised more than twenty-five dollars for the work there;

—_—

THE MISSIONARY 0ONOE RT.
BY

Society... This’is the important principle ;
Have some definif® object in view; be

A PA
PASTOR,

The caltire of the Missionaty spirit
in the churches iis one of the vital ‘ques-

solution.

It ought to be true that the

time has gone by forever

whether it is a vital

for discussing

question; let

that

be regarded as one of the settled things.
For the Christian churéh is essentially
a missionary qrganization, and fails to
fulfil its high purpose so soon as it ceases
from missionary operations.

Takiog this as a_settled, ‘fandamentaltruth in the right theory of the place

work of the chureh of Christ,

§

(1)

A

down

and

it is obvi-

(2.)

comes to us for the sake of andther, God

cious.
*
a. I, y father i command,” iy,
occasion.

This

manufactured for the

It implies a want of confidence

in Joseph on

the part of Jacob.

Joseph

certainly had never given them any reason for holding so base an opinion of
him,
“And now, we pray thee, Jorgive the
. 4resspass.” Their sin was committed more

than thirty years before. Hence they
must have thought that Joseph was re.
vengful indeed if, now, he would call up
their injury
i
to bis. But guilt never grows
©

old.
Memory at’ any time makes it as
fresh, as ill-deserving, as full of a * look-

ing for of judgment ” as when the sin was
committed which begot the guilt. Hence
- these lessofis.
(1.) , Without forgivemess sin torments forever.

2 5

ness should be sought of the
against. (3.) Forgiveness
by

Forgive-

one sinned
is previa)

enitence.

- “And Joseph wept whén they wake unto
him.” For one of two reasons: either for
» grief at their unkind ‘suspicions, or for
: sympathy with them who had been bear~ing, all these years, an incurable sense of
guilt.
‘ Fear not : 4s for am I in the luce of
: God?" Josephreeognizes the Scriptural
‘truth:~ ¢ Vengeance is mine ; I will repay, saith the Lord.” He declaimed the
right'to judge them for their crimes. Yet
. Joseph did not mean that since God would |

© “ertainly punish them, he (Joseph) would
domi,

-not; only this: that it was not fer him to
..avenge,.a8 God does; it was for him to
» forgive and forget, as God does. .
* Ye thought evil.
. God meant it Jor
2 good.” This is J See uninspired inter-

.

‘of Providence.

Its a charita-,

WR

“S13 View of thei sin, and one that
€
would

PSN lS

tend to diminish’ their sorrow

in view of

it.

This interpretation has the outcome: of
‘the event to justify it. "We are right in
zeeing, that God AlloWs sin because he in- tends t overrule it for good.” But good
comes out of evil by God's constraining it
to yield fruit contrary to its nature.
‘Hence, thanks not at all to evil, but to
. Him who forces it into the service of

good.

God often does this:.e.g. out.of

the defeat of Bull Run-came

the emanci-

pation of the slave ; out of unjust taxation
came oug independence.
Joseph

years.”

lived

one

hundred

‘and

ten

He outlived the king who raised .

himto power. It is supposed that he
was continued in office by succeeding
Pharaohs.
id Ephraiu's
children of the third
. . generation.” That is, great-great-grand
"children. In the East, marriages take
. place earlier ‘than in the West. If
Ephraim was born when Joseph was 33,
| dt would not be extraordinary for Joseph,
at 110, to see his great-great-grandchild.

! id

a
;

“ Upon Joseph's knees.”
That
is,
aa
held them on his lap.
« God will surely visit you, and, bring |

ing programme for a

:

Let me emphasize, again, that part of Hie
programme which falls upder the

title,—

collection. A good, many peoplé* are
Rev. Reuen ‘Thomas, of Brookline, said1 | afeabd of a collection, much as good - litin his recent address before the American tle boys and girls in the country used to

. sura. Jeseph, by faith, not by sight,
prophesied of the exodus
(Heb. 5 3
3).
| Sunday school. Unjon in' New York City, be afraid of the minister.
.
n

ER
-

IY

Curry

vp my

i

bones

* BY REV. O. E. BAKER. T

\;

—

and these differences ought to be consid- _ Pedo-baptists argue that since the Holy

ered. .
Bro. O. E. Baker, who has had exten-

Spirit's abundant

influence at the

Penta-

cost is called a ** baptism,” and since the

sive acquaintance with these
brethren prophet Joel prophesied it as a « pourin
:
Let us have fifteen hundred missionary presents the points upon which he thinks out,” therefore the Holy Spirit's baptism.
cancerts in as many churches during the the two" bodies. differ. They may be is represented as a pouring, and 80 pournext two months, and see if we can not summed up as follows:
2
ing consists with the meaning. of the
put a stop to these frantic appeals from | 1. The Free Baptists hold to justificas word. But what if Joel- ‘megnt that the
our Financial Secretary and Treasurer tion by faith alone. The Disciples teach Spirit would be poured upon the people by overwhelming them in a flood of mis- that pardon is obtained by faith and obe- until they would be * filled” with it, and
sionary -offerings!
Be sure they will dience.
3
.
« all*the house where they were sitting,”
come up from such a baptism with beam2. The Free Baptists hold to the. di- the effect being an immersion in the Holy
ing faces!
| rect action of the Holy ‘Spirit in conver- Spirit? The effect was entire: and not
hah n on oo
sion. - The Disciples reject any action of partial, os the .whole narrative shows,
the Spirit except through the Word of} and what Christian would not desire |
SOANDAL PEDDLERS.
—
more than a mere sprinkling of the SpirGod.
;
BY T. 1. HUDSON.
mI
|
8. The Frée Baptists hold to pardon it's influence? Bat we narued this matter to
Speaking scandal, &r insibuating that before, andthe Disciples after, baptism. call attention to the statement of several
things may‘be so and so about an iadi-| In my attemptto be brief I may have distinguished Pedo-baptist divines upon
viual when there is no evidence of it, is failed to state the points. with sufficient this question. = These statements will
the meanest of business. Almost every exactness, but you : are requested. to re-’ serve an equally good purpose by way of
community has its quota of persons who read Bro. Bs article in the Star of Oct. 6. answering the Pedo-baptist interpretation *
busily do just that thing.. How their
As to the first, it may be said, the of Col. 2: 12 and Rom. 6: 4,—¢ that the
ears are always open to catch every Flint about ** faith and works,” is apostle had reference to. Spiritual bapsound that may come to them echoing an- of very ancient date. The Apostle Paul Yet, n
sure-and hit the mark’

‘other's misfortune or indiscretion, or has-

ty speech, aud then how they re-echo the
sound from one boundary of their" acquaintance to the other. They are al-

ways pained, of course, by the existence
of such reports, and wouldn't

have

lieved them, much less reported

be-

them,

if

the evidence were not convincing ; when,
in a large majority of cases, they were
started under cirgimstances* that Be no
warrant to them whatever,
Tha, worst feature of such cases is, that
a large portion of the echoingiis «done

by

those who profess to exercise that Christian charity that covers a multitude of
sins. They hear that
a .certdin member

gave prominence to the one,

and

James |

&

, Lurtlerus §says: + Baptism ini the lloly

to the other, but the Primitive church’ i Spirit is immersion info the pure water
was not ruptured by iit. The Disciples’ of the Holy Spirit, or arich and abundant

communication of his gifts. For he 6h whom

place so much stress upon belief, in Je-

the Holy Spirit is poured out,

sus the Christ, they will not baptize until’
the candidate assures them that he “beHlieves with all his heart. Any stronger
faith than this is out of the question.
And Free Baptists should join with them
in insisting that faith which does not lead
to the discharge of so simple 4 ‘duty as
baptism is wanting in some essential element. They quote this significant para‘graph from President ‘Finney: °* The
church has always felt it necessary to

is,

as

it

['Weére, immersed into him.”

Bishop Reynolds: * The Spirit under
thé gospel is compared

to

water;

and

that not a little measure, to sprinkle or
bedew,

but to

baptize

the

faithful

in:

(Matt. 3:2. Acts 1: 5)and that not in a

font or vessel, which grows less and less,
but in a spring or living river.”
Ikenius:
“The Greek word ‘baptismos,
denotes the immersion of a thing or a per-

serves (his purpose by educating the prayer-time ‘instead of hiding
The - gospel was preached in fire, must signify, according to the
his face purpose.
church and by calling out her prayers in “with his hand, ‘and that another has been to the
people, and then all those same simplicity of the letter on immisbehalf of missions. These two operations heard to express himself in such immod- who were willing to be on the side sion, or immersion, into fire,~~and this-the
are mutually related; _ the highest erate terms on provoking occasions as ‘to: of the Lord were called uponto be ruther, because here, to: baptize in the
¥
#¢ Christy our triumphant King!
Christian education eventuates in’
i prayer, warrant the belief that he had not com- baptized. It held-the precise place that Spirit, and in fire, are not only connected
We come thy nape to sing,
in
and true prayer is the finest educational pletely tamed the unruly member. “And the anxious seat ‘does now, as a publie but also opposed to being baptized
And here our children bring,
so, while professing’ to be pained by the manifestation of their determination to water)”
To shout thy praise.”
concert; ther, in order to subserve its existence of such reports, they are still be Christians.”
“(Christian Quarterly, |. Le Cleré: “He shall baptize you in
the Holy Spirit as I plunge you in water,
It was in the days of Count Zinzendorf, purpose, will call out the prayers of following the ‘matter up, télling the page 495, 1872.)
a century anda half ago, that the
ser- Christians for missions and -also instruct whole story to this one and trying to get
2. As to the direct action of the Holy he shall plunge, so to speak, in. the Holy.
vices of song,” which are now" again so them relative to the theory, philosophy, added particulars from that one, tracing | Spirit. We do not think the Free Bap- Spirit.”
Casaubon: ‘To baptize is to impopular,came into prominence among the economy, necessity “and history of ‘mis- it up and spreading it about until if there tists as a body are prepared to, adopt
Moravians at Herrnhut. - It was said of sions. That is the work of the mission- ‘is a single individual in the church who Bro. B's position. - That is higher Cal- merse—and-in this sense the apostles are
these, at-least a century since: .* The ary concert very broadly stated; how it doesn’t know all about it, it is because he vinism than most Calvinists of the pres- truly said to be baptized; for the house
in which this was done was filled with
minister or brother wha presides, instead can be made to accomplish such imporeither will not listen to it or aims to for- | ent day care to affirm. Dr. Butler more
the
Holy Spirit so that the apostle seemed
of confining himself to one hymn, selects tant results is a question of deep inter- get it as soon as told.
nearly expresses the true position of the
s
a ‘number of verses from different hymns, est.
There are but few w orse foes to the denomination,—**
"Those who regard the to te plunged into as into a fish pool.” Grotins: *“ To be baptized -here is not
in such an manner that the whole series
It i3 a generally accepted principle peace of soeiety and to dev eloping a de- change as physical, and the sinner as
contains a connected view of some divine that the best way to interest a person in cent character, whether in church, or the entirely passive in it, contend that , God to be slightly sprinkled, but to have the
subject or other.” And the part of the any undertaking is to give him some- Sunday-school, or the school district, or changes the heart by his direct omnipo- Holy Spirit Shundantly poured upon
:
children in the Moravian singing of those thing to do in carrfing it forward.
Acts wherever it may be, ‘than these very good ‘tence, and ereates a new spiritual life in them.” = =
Mr. Leigh: * Baptive: that is, drown
days was said, in the diary then kept: at ing upon this principle, T have striven to- people who are constantly getting horri- the seul, as he created the world from
Herrnhut, to be such that ** it is fps, give as many individuals as possible fied by the indiscretions of those around nought. But the sinner is not physically you all over, dip you into the ocean of his
something to do in ‘the concert: One them. What is a Christian principle for, dead; he is a moral agent, and acquires grace ; opposite to the sprinkling which ~~
ble to describe it in words.”
]
Nor were the hymns sung by the ohild- brother is specially gifted in prayer; I if not. to throw itself &bout all such as no newfaculties in regeneration.
God, was in the Inw.”
Abp.
Tillotson:
“It
(the
‘sound
from
ren always those in use by the adult coun- invite him to pray. Another can give an ‘wander fro thé way and kindly help therefore, deals with him as a moral
represent, heaven, Acts 2: 2.) filled all the house,
gregation. The verses” written for the interesting talk for five or ‘ten minutes ; them back to their lost position? Can a agent. -So the - Seriptufes
little ones by Luther in Germany,by Cats I assign him some missionary topic and physician run away frightened from any every where using motives=to’ induce This 1s that which sur Saviour calls bapin Holland, and by Watts in England in ask him to spéak u n it. Others can disease that appears among men, ‘telling’ men to repent. But the question is ex- tizing with the Hely Ghost. So that they
the later centuries, bear witness touthis. * | sing; we have stimdating and inspiring others that it is fatal and the sufferers plicitly settled by the sacred writers. 1 who sat in the house were, as it were, imand ns
songs, and it is a +-must-be left to their fate, and still retaii Pet. 1: 22, 23.
_It is, however, true, that about thirty missionary hym
‘Being born again; not of mersed in the Holy Ghost, as they who
years ago Sunday-school singing took a very easy matterto arrange for solos, the confidence of right thinking men ? corryptible seed, but of incorruptible, by were buried with water, were overwhelmed
all over with water; which isnew start—a start whichit has kept, and duets, quartettes, ete., whereby both How, then, cana professed Christian; {the word of Ged." James 1+ 18,Of and covered
seems likely to keep in the Christian truth and inspiration are borpe in upon when he hears that his brother Las erred, his own will begot he us, with the werd the proper notion of baptism.”
.Bishop Hopkins: ¢ Those
that are
church. Just as the modern ‘Sunday- the minds and hearts of both singers and refuse all further association with him, of truth.” Moral truth, then, is the means
baptized
with
the
Spirit,
are,
as it
auditors.
Others
may
be
invited
to
read
wrapping the cloak of his own righteous- which ‘God employs in’ regeneration.” |
school has promoted children’s church atwere,
plunged
into
that
heavenly
flame,
Theology,
page
265.
tendance; and the “home instruction of short articles, missionary letters, essays, ness about
hipaqnd leaving the wandering’
3. As to the third position, it might be whose searching energy devours all their
children, so it has promoted and improv- original or selected, whereby missionary ‘oneto perish, gnd still claim that such
i
ed children’s singing. Modern Sunday- intelligence is imparted and the true was the ‘teaching of the sinmer's best well to state that, Bro. B. corisiders this dross, tin and Muse alloy.”
spirit
of
missions
is
cultivated.
Mr.
H.
Dodwell
:
*“The
words.
of
‘our
~
But
beschool mugic has more of spiritualityin it,
| the essential point, and could wave the
friend ?
That was no part, of our Saviour's others if agreement could be secured here. Saviour were made good, ye shall be
and better theology too, than many of the fore all’ things stands the * children’s
hymns which were sung by the fathers, niche.” The little folks recite verses method.
He sat by the well and talked ‘¢ At the cluse of his summing up Bro. baptized (plunged or covered) with the and forced by them -on the children, a from the Bible, or from some missionary with the sinful woman, kindly pointing Baker intimates that if we will admit Holy Spirit, as John baptized with water
source—the Missionary Helper yill prove out to her her fault and
genetation oriwo. go.—- 5. 8. Times.
its remedy, and pardon before baptism there will be no without it.”
an'invaluable aid in this and other -re- then he didn’t caution Peter and James. serious difficulty” in affecting’a union. of
We add to the testimony’ of. the Pedo- a
alm
speets=and"
‘SoH g8 With
f the anand John to be careful how- they associ- the two bodies.) The Standard in the baptists the language of
SUNDAY-SCHOOL NEWS AND NOTES.
thrilling effect. Not only are their own ated with her. He
cients
who
wrote
in
reek
language
stoutest
terms”
refused
to
concede
the
|
sat at the table with
practiced
ion,—Cyril,
At its recent meeting in Chicago, the hearts mightily stirred, but they also stir those whose lives were fullof evil, and point. In this we ‘think our champion | #
a place for his foot bn Seriptural Jerusalem, whe lied $n the fourth centuInternational Lesson Committee voted to the hearts of all who hear them. Last, only used the bpportunity to try to make had
but
not
least,
comes
the
collection
which
ground.
The thief upon the cross went ry.
leave no blank Sundays for 1882.
“‘As he who {8 plunged in water and
them better. He never seemed afraid of sin
edugates the giver and helps on the in any shape, not even whenit came with went into Paradise unbaptized. But in baptized, = is = encompassed by
the
The New Jersey M.E. Conference rework.
spears and swords to slay him, but even this the editor of the Standard did not ‘water on every sida; so are they that are
cently voted to recommend only unfer- {
For one of our concerts, a year- sine, 1 in his last hours uttered those words that fairly represent the
Disciples.
Mr. wholly baptized by thejHoly - Spirit. y
netted wine for.corgmunion.
| took the India report, and, selecting: the| are the best proof of his divinity.
Moore,
editor
of
the
Christian
Quarterly,
There (under the Mosaic economy) the
- The drink traffic and the drink equrse |
most interesting portions, assigned them © And shall we magnify. ‘6ur brother's “and messenger from the Disciples to the servants of God were partakers of the
go hand in"Hand with every debasing and
to eight or ten young ladies and gentle faults, or refuse him our confidence be- Free Baptist Conference, held’ at Provi- Holy Spirit; but here they were perfectabhorrent eyil of society.
men, and 50 in a single evening the best cause he commits them, ‘and still claim dence, said, ‘“ What is the difference ly baptized-or immersed of him. ~~
The Northwestern University at Evans- | part of the whole report was presented to
whether bLaptism precedes ' or ' ‘follows
Others'mightbe added, but the foreton, 12 miles from Chicago, does not per- my people. Iam hoping to do a like: that this iis the way we are taught to do? pardon, so long as you have both?” Suregi are sufficient toshow how authors
Are we not rather” putting ourselves, by
mit, by its, charter, a saloon within four thing this year, but may do something
nbiased, and having a reputation and
this course, on a level with those whom enough! We presume there are thousand
miles.. The result is a population of 6,000, better.
=f
of
Disciples
who
have
felt
the
joys
of
par“a
conscience to maintain interpret the:bapwe condemn? * Are we really better than:
with only two policemen, whose chief
As already intimated, the Helper is in- others, or have we any good
authority don before they touched the baptismal | tiseof the Holy Ghost whose abundant
work seems to be the Watching of tramps
valuable, then the Star contalis a great for casting off those whose practices are ‘waters; and there,are not a few Free; washing and revelations wereso needful
who come frond the gity.
deal of information on missionary topics, not altogether like our own? There can Baptists who have “had oceasiou=to beg to the early Christians, and to all the
‘A mission Sunday-school in New York which may be imparted to ‘a whole -con- ordinarily be but little love in the spirit for mercy after their baptismal robes disciples of all times.
city, which meets in aroom over a stable, gregation and not limited to the few ‘who that looks with an unforgiving eye upon were dry. Vitalas it may seemto Bro.
ES
sent $10 for mission work in the West are its regular readers; and then there a failure, aud pot only that but hastens to | Baker and ths editor of the Standard, it
‘Reva J. Hyarr Ssmrru, ‘who has just:
by the American Sunday-school Union. A are other publications which contain make the knowledge of it still wider and is a question which in apostolic times beaten the frisky Chittenden in the race
missionary of the society reports to them abundant material for ‘the uses I have so the correction of it still ‘more hope- never claimed a moment's attention. On for Congress from a Brooklyn district, is
that he used their donation to organize a suggested. It will not be necessary, less.
the day of Pentécost Peter said,—‘'Re- not unknown to the. people of Boston;
reg
;
Sunday-school in a barn in a_ settlement however, to go outside of the Star and
pent, and be baptized every one of you having been a popular lecturer before au——
SR
CG
rrp
in a Michigan forest, in which there was Helper ; for with these, and an ordindry
‘diences in this city at various times. He
TREE na .in the name of Jesus Christ for the is an intense. American citizen, and glono Christian man, and only one Christian congregation, any one can arrange for ‘THE ——
of
le. sing, and ye shall receive the
I.
L)
woman. . , Mr. Church, the owner of the an interesting, instructive and stimulat+
gift of
the Holy. Ghost,”
Placing the ries in ‘the sovereignty of his eonuury.

” Already difliculties “barn, was unaaiaivuelyy. elected superinere in the way of the return of the tendent, and he accepted dii.condition that
Jsvnclites. Perhaps the property wot in the Christian woman would ** do the re"
Goshen took away the disposition to re- ligious part of the service.”

[90

BAPTISMOF THE HOLY SPIRIT.

front

second century, ‘gives gvidence of the
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each.
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. For further information address,
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Bl dérful powerto cure
all diseases.

Bleeding

bleeding.

Inflamed
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ELEGANT
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Lightning Sawing
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» work. She was faithful in giving for the they were,
'.
Master's grork at home as well us else- | His afflictions

lo

ER

Ad- |

Diphtheria & Sore Throat.

She

not lessened in the least, She kept herself

Og

Nose, or from any cause, is speedily controlled and
Sop
‘Our Nasal syringes (25 cents) and Inhwle
$1. 00).are great aids 1n arresting internal

a’ his morals and religion.
He ‘warmly
sympathized with" educational institu- |
rejoiced when 1t prospered aiid) burned tions ang’ supported ‘them with his
when it languished. = Although during means.
thé Jater years of -her<lifs she was not
He firmly believedin the principles of |
able to attend upon its services as regu- Christianity, and 8% éonsecrated himself
deeper interest in its work than she.

IIXOR

pui la I mare h

Maoh rat al Sr

relieving inflammatory

at help ia
A
&'

Hemorrhages.

our

This worthy man died of sunstroké in

13th, General

3

heat and pain
it isunrivaled, and should be kept in , every Jamily
Toad
for use {zi case
of acciden 3
ressing o

Agency City, Iowa, Aug. 25, 1880. As
Bro. D. has been connected publicly’ with:
our denominational interest in the. West
we deem ‘the following extended notice

11th, 12th and

i

The Only Remedy

when removal of clothing

The

:

uraide

Aug. 24,1880. W.H.Judkins A. M.,
nciPak with competent assistant.
Rooms for self
oarding and board in-private families ut reasonable rates,
J
I's
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GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio

Paes COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
—For further information address the Pres«
ident, O. B.” CHENEY, D.D., or Prof. JOBN FULLONTON, D. D., Lewiston, Maine» = ~
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cured 80 many cases of
a3 the Extract, Our
Plaster is Tovaluabio in these diseases, Lum!

Burns and Scalds.

came to Ill. Settled at Agency City in 1843,
where he resided until death called him
fold. She wads detply interested in the home. By industry and economy he sework of the Woman's Mission Society cured a fair portion of this world's
Irom its origin.
Woe
goods; and his devotions to ‘the "good of
But her work for missions did not end society and the welfare of humanity,
* with her contributions. She carried the makes his death an irréparable loss.
* ‘work on her heart. Itoccupied much of
From early in the history of this (Wa- |
her thought, and she bore it often upon pello) County he has been connected
her prayers to the throne.of grace. She with public aftairs. He was a member
......0ften remembered
and. conversed about | of-the-Legislatare from-this-County inthe

our missionaries—those toiling in South-

Er
BE

ex-

the words “Pond’s Extract” blown inthe gl
cture
mark on surrounding b
r is genuine.
Always insist
tract.
Take no

.

OK AGENTS WANTED ron
OHN B. GOUGH'S new book. just published, entitled

This réeord—now for the

N. XY.

23,

Spring

Term

TON COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE.—Wil-AS
uscatiné Co., Iowa. This Institution
is In an unusual flourishing condition with a much:
increased attendance. Prepares Students for College, Normal Institution a specialty, Elective:
studies, Music and Drawing, receive special at-tention,
Religious ~ and
thorough. Location.
healthful. Expenses moderate, Send for Catalogue. Address, D. M. BENNER, A. B,, Principal.

Ww!

$1 25
Try it.

Rochester,

August

15 1580.

Summer

ce
Syurses a
Say
re
he
Normal,
ommercial,
Co;
repara!
an
0 College:
courses, viz. : Classical rt Scientific
i
; i 5
"Board, (inclu ding room rent) .$2,15 per week..
For further information apply to A. A, MoUL-TON, A.M., Rio Grande,
Ga
J0., Ohio.

No other preparation has

HON. 0. DUDLEY.

proper.

the

log in two minutes,

reme-

Rheumatism, Neuralgia.

>o-B00

a

CO.,

oot

-
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PAIN DESTROYER
and SPECIFIC FOR
|.
* INFLAMMATION. AND HEMORRHAGES..

in

may meet her in that bright world where

is

SAWING
MADE. EASY.
boy 16 years old can saw off a

)

THE GREAT VEGETABLE

her

glorified

hence

Begins

Nov.

Lebanon, Me.

N

:

EXTRAC

to. wake that morning and find herself in
the midst of her own dear ones who "had

the

a

DN

a

.

was

and

dress CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St.. Philadephia, naming this paper.
13t43

.

all

Xor
It restores

it has no equal.

H. H. WARNER &

$1.00.

hours,

gans,

For Sale by Druggists and all Dealers at
per bottle. Eargect bottle in the market.

Juanenyy cuted. The doctor now gives this
Recipe free, only asking two green stamps to |
pay expenses,
This Herb al also cures nightsweats, nausea at the stomach, and will break

up

and - Urin;

the organs that make the blood,

that Consumption can be positively and per-

a fresh. cold

a3;

Liver—Headaches —Jaundice—

ver

best ‘Best Blood
Purifier. It is-the only
knows remedy that cures Bright's Disease. For
Diabetes, use Wa
afe Diabetes Cure.

: perimenting with the many herbs of Calcutta,
e accidentally made a preparation
which
cured his only
child of Consumption.
His
child is now in this country, and enjoying the
best of health. He has proved to the world

to fall asleep on
earth, and wake in heaven!, What a
glad surprise it-must have ben
to her
and

Torptd

Kidneys,

A

all

dies having failed, and Dr. H. James

Be
Gre fro neh 08 the iMportanee- of - loyal-1 FOO. A-sWeel-2mile-eavered-her-face but rhb
she was ‘‘Asleep in Jesus.” She had gone
ty to our own church.
:
isa preventive against Chafing and
or tment i
great
service
where
the
Next to her love for her family, was apparently without a struggle, and with
a
i orAreaLorvice Where

before,

e

Term

Summer Term closes June 23. Send

terms of ten weeks

Lung and Throat Affections.

part of the |

Dissinezs, Srdvel, Malaria, and slisdifficulties of

For

and

pams in the lower

Female Diseases, Aontnly Meonstruations, and

AN ONLY DAUGHTER
CURED OF CONSUMPTION.

husband argse in the morning she was still

gone

body—for

a

Make from $25 to $50 Jer. week selling goods
for E, G. RIDEOUT & CO., 1, Barclay St., New
Yor«, Send for their Catalogue and terms. 1y34

She

was fully identified "all -her life. ‘She:
took special pains to acquaint herself
with the-hi
of the depomination and
the. working of "its various institutions.
She sought to-know when help was needed for our work, and knowing this, demands were never made upon her in

The

~W.

RS

iy

diseases that cause

Fall

Jan. 31, 1881.

cipal, or ELIHU HAYES,
Soc. Trustees.

the unparalleled sale, are sufficient evidence of
_| its
superiority over all Scher
other remedies
of
Td
Ie
¢ the

Leaf of
Rare
Is made from a Sin le Tronical
i
Value, and is a POSITIVE
emedy for all the

us

E. TIBBETS.

generally;

—

‘The astonishing success : “this Elixir, ana
|
§

pur-

*‘I have fought

:

each..

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for bust
ness, scientific schools or the best colleges.
MORIUS ADAMS, ‘A. B., Principal. Fall term
Yogine Ave, Sl.
W inter orm begins Nov. 16,.
.
For further
C
address
the prin-

© Whooping Cough,
E38
And other Lung Affections, 1 g

fs

AGENTS AND CANVASSERS

.nevolent work she learned that ‘‘it is sleeping quietly and peacefully. “After a
short time as-.usual he returned to her
“w Auore blessed to give than to receive.”

that for the church with which she was out waking.
connected, and with whose interests shel” ° ‘How beautiful thus

.

Send for _cireular to the proprietor, West Buxton,
Maine.
1y40 eow

rétired at her usual hour and slept sweet-

ly during most of the- night.

to

been cured by the European Cough Remedy.

member the fact that she had always had
a fear and dread of death. How gently
and lovingly God dealt with her when
pleasant intercourse with her family.

7, 8.

:

FOR

of . the

endeavored

Hamp.

REV. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.

| Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

during Pregnancy

re-

the end came!
Her last evening on‘earth was spent

rectitude

Clarke’s
European Cough
Remedy.—
This
well-known medicine is still the best remedy
known for the cure of obstinate and long-standing
coughs, and Pulmonary diseases in general. Many
persons,) who for months had been emaciated by
coughing, night sweats and raising of blood, have

of

we’

the

good fight”, etc.

Sister. Her private devotions were nev-

tiful and

of

text was 2 Tim. 4:

is Home was to her, as it ought to be to ‘ermade Secondary to “other duties.
every person, the dearest place on earth. Whatever else might: suffer, “time must
To her, nothing came sdnear heaven as not be taken from the closet. And when
her home.. And it was made thus pre- during the day she quietly stole away to’
is 3 ETO
ag sha
go
; idi-the-men
57
cious to her largely by the great love she
"bore to the members of her family, and of the family knew just what it meant,
the deep interest she felt in all that per- and that she was not to be disturbed for
tained to tneir welfare, As her children, that time was sacred. And thus by
\ 4
ber own Pervonal piety, and
‘some of them, came to maturity, left the maintaining
family fireside and went out-into the keeping the fires of love and devotion
world to assume the duties of life, she burning brightly on the altar of her own
did not forget that they were her children heart, she was able to impart light to;
still, and her love for and .jaterest in others, andto give them help and en-oo
m’ continued till death called her couragement in their work.
And so as we think: of her noble. life,.
away.
She always made their mental,
moral, physical and spiritual welfare one’ consistent Walk and faithful work as a
wif8, mother, friend, neighbor and Chrisof her chief concerns,
;
. But because of the great [ove she bore tian, we may truly say: ‘ She being:
to the members of her own family, she dead yet speaketh.” This helps to bear
the affliction, and in some measure to fill
did not love others less, but more.
Her
love could not be confined within the the large vacancy that has been made in
walls of her own home; or the cirele of the home, the church, and the community.” The manner of her death was ‘beau. her own immediate relatives and Iriends,

The

—

frie

the joy that belongs to the Christian.

life, and the turmoil and bustle which
often surround us too many Christians
to the teraptation to neglect their
if in the wisdom of God it shall come to yield
a8,-80 that we through rich grace may be own private devotions, and the cultiva‘able to say always as she did, ‘* Thy will tion of their own personal piety, . and as
be dong.
me
. the result the fires burt but dimly on the
_ 2. It teaches us the importance of de- altars of their hearts. Not so ‘with our

“ “It was as broad as the world.

and

New

ot
we-1o

and

sue, and the peaceful death confirms to

lingly.” .Lét as learn from her example
how to-avcept the discipline df suffering,

yotion to the welfare of our own families,

“PULMO

he

temperance

relatives

Course of life he had

courage for work, and that,
when suffering’ most intense

Amid the varied

wil

many

consciousness.

was married to Mr. Prescott forty-five
years ago. '
a
EE
:
Soon after removing to Concord, twen-- body I-want to bear testimony that her
ty-one years ago, shé with her husband pastor never went from her presence
found a Christian home in the Freewill without being cheered and encouraged
Baptist church, of which she remained a and helped. To one pastor, at least, and
faithful and consistent member till death. doubtless to many, her memory will ever
She had
God blessed them with four children, remain as a sweet benediction.
three of whom preceded the mother to a very tender regard for the feelings of
others, -and always took special care not
the better land.
;
Let us idok now briefly at some of the to offend or grieve them in any way.
This was true of her:relations with the’
"lessons which her life t¢athes us.
1.
It teaches us how to suffer patiently members of her own family, and even
with the small-children,
Her efforts to
and uncomplainingly the will of God.
Much is said concerning the duty of do good were not’ spasmodic. She endoing the will of God, but little about deavored to shine all the time and to do
that of suffering -his will. That it re- good constantly as the days came and
:
:
quires more grace to suffer than to do went.
5. It teaches us the importance of beGod's will, there can be no doubt.
The
graces of many seem to shine brightly ing strictly just in all our dealings with
while health continues, and. prosperity our fellow-meh. She was particular that
smiles, but grow dim under the power of strict justice should be done. every .perearthly misfortune and. continued bodily son with whom she had dealings. Even
in the smallest transactions she was caresuffering.
5
doe
The disease of asthma in a very severe ful that everything should be just right.
form came npon the deceased forty-six She would a thousand times.rather suffer
~~ years ago,and ever after caused her most wrong herself than wrong another. She
intense suffering during’a large portion of believed fully in the great principle. in¢ He tbat
the time,continuing to 1ncrease in severity volved in oar Lord's words:
as the years went by. But she bore her is faithful ih little is also faithful in
:
acute and long-continued suffering with much.”
6. It shows us the
jmportance
of
remark able patience and Christian fortipiety.
tude, and with perfect submission 10 the maintaining our own personal
will of Him who

and

INSTHIVIION

Winter Term begins

Apr. 18,1881.

‘texthe selected, and gave to the writer to
be used on the occasion, but expressed the |

bodily pain herself. I may be pardoned
for a personal reference.in this connec-.
tion. Here in the presence of her dead

She

years,

1880.

Term Begins

share the sorrow.
Mr. D. made all propgr
arrangement for the settlement of his bu
iness, and for the funeral service. The |.

associate "without be-

ing cheered and helped and

them new
too, often

H.,

later

| of 10. weeks

taken away and the church feels the loss.
His companion and five children are left to

ele-

ness and never failing courage, shed
light constantly upon other hearts, helped
to dispel their sadness, and to inspire in

us

in-these

always ‘foremost. {Lhe

cause has lost one of its most fearless

may be helpful to those with whom .we |

ts, has * taught

. dren, all of whom were Christians.

¢

moral reforms,

was

associate. There are persons
whose
very presence is a bonediciign, and with

which this life,

look at a few facts of her personal: history. She was the daughter of Col.. Sam’l
and

maintain

ments of success in Christian work.
4. It shows us how every day

whom we can not

speaking

to

HAMPTON

ton, N. H. ' Rev.-A. B. Meservey, Ph. |
;
principal, with eight associate teachers. courses of study
for both sexes. . Conneecled with the Institution {s the best commercial college in
New
England.
Best,
N
Tolegra phy a " gpecialiy,
-|"teacher of Penmanship, in’ thé State.
te.
EXpenses
less than in any otherof like grade. Four terms

Thusone of
.
v
important lessons of her life; efficient workers.
Since the organization of the-Agency4
which all will do well to learn
practice, was positive - eonvie- City F. Baptist church he has been. a
loyalty to one’s church which | member-and a deacon. A pillar has been

results constitute

life

has taught, if in so doing we may be encouraged and made stronger for the work
of life in which we are still engaged.

. But before

ber

convic-

eulogy . over Ly loyal to her own church.

a

should speak of the lessons

at thistime.

positive

~Christian stability, and kept her perfect-

away from you quietly,
gone let my lite and
themselves. But she
be willing that we

There are some lessons

which

most

-

W

L~

ward P. Prescott, who died at her home
“in Concord, N. H., Nov. 6, aged ‘66
years: .
ii

a

EER

ey

t

Three children were barped
with his
house in 1868, while he was attending. a
session-of ‘the Legislature.shrough all
| these his faith in a wise overfuling: Prov'idence never faltered; they but deepened
his attachment to the gospel of Jesus and
made its promises the comfort of his life
apd its. truths the hope of the world.
He experienced religion when young,but.
did not feel the peed and force of it, as an
elevating power, until later years.
In

While she loved her own church and denomination more than any others her
love went outside .their walls and em-'

‘The following address was ‘delivered
by Rev. H. F. Wood, at-the funeral of
Mrs. Rebecca M. Preseott, wife of Ed-

»

go

2

‘membrance.”

.

team.|

=>

¢ The righteous shall be in everlasting Te-

loye:r wii§ suddenly killed by a runaway

a sectarian
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What are they allowed’ every one; a contented

and encouraged to do ¥

They have

force

spirit that sees
solace in every sorrow, and tncomp lain-

ingly endures the incurable, and, with all,
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BRIEF
ALLUSION has been made before now

svn

aw

we

Pw

in our columns to the advantages which
ithe common people
a

might

Post-office savings banks.

derive

from

We are

glad

business of the savings banks, but would

absorb funds not now deposited in then).
Nor would the patronage of the government be sensibly increased, since the
system would be - operatéd - by. persons
already in the public service, with' no con-

Denominational Bletus,

1

NOTES.

Gi

‘Wisconsin Y. M. Centennial Offering,

American journalism will be a gainer when
ded; ras
|
is rumored, Carl Schurz should become sditor

of a paper.

“what bavoc is made every day in this
to.see that Post-taster General May) marie)
MODERN DOUBT.
;
A writer of considerable eminence has manner of the best portion of the com- ——** GROWING Old Gracefully” is a very in his report prepared for Congress, sugmunity.
~
old newspaper topic, but our Chicago gests the establishment of a postal savrecently made. a pretty grave charge
Standard—spéaks ings system. Mr. Maynard also sugIt is not necessary to say that the desti-| contemporary — The
against the American clergy, or peo| with freshness and force about it, as it is gestg-postal telegraphy. In by far the
ny
of
Church
and
State
will
soon.
be
in
ple, or both. It is that of insincerity. He
the hands of our young men. Itis already in the habit of speaking. The old are not largest portion of the United States, he
had keen requested to charge -them with
in their hands. The result in our nation- too old to heed its words, nor the young claims, there are no savings depositories,
doubt, but undertook to - soften it by asal and state elections is determined by too. young. Time is touching us every and are not likely to be. To the people
serting that the people do not believe that
them.
The standard of moril culture ‘is one. May his touchbe like the Autumn
of these parts the use of the post-office for
their ministers are sincere. In so- doing
with them.
The spiritual condition, the sunshine on th¢ fruit, ripening and mel- this purpose would be a real boon.
It
he only made it worse by combining the
lowing and sweeteningsit :
would be an additional advantage that
two. Either is bad enough, but both make state of benevolent effort, progress and:
A lifelong habit
s, which | “the deposits be available at any depdsiwell nigh a superlative of meanness, success everywhere depend very much on bears patiently the ofillscheerfulnes
of life, and seeks tory office in the United
them.
~
States, an imwhich of course the writer did not intend.
to find some bright side
We do not ask, what is doing, or what { tion; a hopeful spirit that to every afflic- | portant consideration with people so miHe mistook the point.
*
looks ‘forward
There is much doubt in the world at shall be done for the young men? Rather, from each defeat'to the coming victory ; gratory as ours. [It is believed that the
a charitable spirit that finds some good in system would interfere little with the
‘the present day, whether more among what are they doing for each other and |
: American® than others we will not say.
‘Worldliness and sin are at the bottom of
most of it. Our tendency to haste and to
‘be. positive hus its influence. We want to

eS
:

| church. P, Shion: ‘it is not best to be too | I~WE owe our readers .an apology, ' Watchman is not
of- the number Yowev r)
in
tn the fact that one has- which-we here cordially make, for the | have questioned the right of Freewill ig
simply done his duty, and yet we would almost illegible papers which were sent to be classed among Baptists.
not mar the pleasure of any church which to many of them last week. We hope
.
is rejoicing over the fact of all debts that the like will not occur again. .

Star.

for the world?

diisin

MORNING STAR, DECEMBER 1, 1880. ie

* Muck the
& ares portion of our veut] out: apy desire to be made better, or any
* | are outside the schools, in every depart- likélihood of it. The. Play itself is a “relic
ment of busy life. . Where are they moral- }of- meglieeval sys, and is calculated to
ly and spiritually ? Magy in the churches, interest oply that people whose condition
Sabbath-schools, Christian associations may be described as crude and superstiand otherwise are rendering excellent tions. To ‘make merchandise of the
G. F. MOSHER, Editor.
service. But the number of such should be most sacred things connected’ with the
Kingdom of God merits quite as severe
i Ar All communications designed for pRbiiration” greatly increased. In club rooms, and bar
ha
——ghould
be addressed to’ thé Editor, and all Tetters rooms, saloons and like places of doubtful | | condemnation-in-t this-age—as—the acts of
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be
the
money-changers
in the Temple did in
resort numbers are going down the broad
¢ addressed fo the Publisher, Dover, N. H.’
that.
.
way-with feabful rapidity. Itissad to think |
w

i
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Onaen

knows

of a “class.

ed till _mext week:

heads,
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Star,

Observer

loud

There are

tional

is

delay-

public Speaket ‘does
reasons

belief

* that
any

by that
a Cen.

for

the Na-

religion has

nation

that

ang

Now,

brethren

and sisters, is the resolve tangible? Is
such ‘a fand really necessary ? These

questions will receive an answer

by

to raise said centennial fund; who

will at

our

actions, which speak loudei than ‘words,
To practically bring this matter before
our churches, the Board, at’a recent
meeting, elected Rev. R. Cooley as agent

more power in America than ever before, and
that America comes nearer to the idea of a

Christian nation, Jan

Yearly Meeting, it was resolved
‘body to
raise "$10,000, as

-consin Yearly Meeting.

commends

and" plain. » § These

substantial

Baptist’s

Wisconsin

vested, the interest alone to be used,

four young ministers at the Jaté Presbyterian
council in Philadelphia, * who held up their.
are three points that the
well to note. °

the

is to be under the immediate supervision
of the’Home Mission Board of the«Wis-

;

Rev. Dr. Prime iig the

of

Joos —and
©
prog -tennial Offering to the Lord as a permanent fund for Home Mission work. When
raised, said money is to’ be properly in.

fotthder than their fellows, and who are nev er
satisfied to let well enough alone.”
An article’ by Prof. Howe on the authenticity
of the story in John 8:1—11; to which attention

has lately been called in
i fhe

3

session

has

once enter upon this fmportar.t work, and

“lived.”

-we bespeak for him, not only open hearts.

One of the’ transformations ‘ot the present
day is indicated by the fact that an old Carmelite convent iin Lisbon now bears dver its gateway the inscription, “ Presbyterian church,”
the building having been ‘purchased of the

and homes, which he is sure to find, but
a Christian spirit that accepts all things
open purses, as well. He will not only
in this life as the gift of a kind Father
who
brings
visit
goed
your churches, ‘but will also visit
out
of
seeming
that
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same result.
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——Tais has been an unusually disastrous street Freewill Baptist
But the charge, in both parts, is Bot furnished. ‘And ‘let the channels and of God, strengthen
church yesterday, a
ed by activity, and yeardn point of steamship
facilities
already
open
be
made
most
collisions. One collection in aid of the poor of the city was tak- We, as a Yearly. Meeting, must be more
sustained. Our people do have" conripened by adversity, will enable us to
available” and encouraging. Never let grow old gracefully.
day
last
week
two
steamships collided" én-up, at a suggestion from the pastor.” Such aggressive; must ocdupy more ‘cénters of
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friends
those who, very soon after, causing a loss of ‘about gests it.
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d
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and fifty lives.” The inven_to be called of God to the sacred office,
reverend in piety, are living examples. of |
School Board which aims to prevent the emthere through the State.
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i
in
truth
a
brothtive
genius
of
modern
scignce
is* required ployment of married females
* and faithful to their trust. Of course there
the sublime philosophy of growing old|.
as teachers in the
~ Just at this juncture, we very much
he
May- our last days be like | to be exercised more thoroughly in pro- city schools. ‘We doubt if Boston: can bé
are exceptions, which in most cases soon er and a friend.
“in- |
0-0-0
the
‘ducing improved signals, und other safe- duced to.enact class legislation of so objectiona- need two evangelists to enter our wide
appear. ‘But after all that is reiterated
ut
and already whitening field for the harguards for warning vessels of one anoti-4 ple a type -as that would be.
by some to the contrary, the influence of
QURRENT TOPICS.
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Vest.
At the recent Session of the Congregatio
our clergy is immense. This may not be ——RicHARD GRANT WHITE contributes ——THE Post-office Department will earn er’s approach. And what is needed quite
1
dear brethren and sisters of the
Now,
the
gratitude
Council
of many sufferers in. its de- as much as modern science is integrity
ii St. Louis it was clearly shown,
so apparent, on account of their being so an article to the December number of the
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a
n
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Yearly Meeting, what will our
inductio
n
of
facts,
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cision
providing
that
all
magazines,
pamthe
and
leading
faithfulness
much of the peoplé and with them. They North American Review on *‘ The Publicon the part of those into
cause of short pastorates jn that denomination
response be? For jhe dear Lord's sake,
are leaders of thought and feeling and
phlets,
and
other.
like
reading
matter,
whose
hands
is
committed
the safe sailing is the poverty
school Failird; "in which he claims that
of
The-applicaand for the sake of those for whom Christ 3
action, Praally, to an extent of which_few in this country idleness, vice, bribery at sent to the Dead Letter office, instead of of ships. Goodness of ‘heart is needed tion, we believe, thé churches.
was more especially to the
died,
let us give of ‘the Lord's money,
being
sold
for
waste
paper, shall here- quite as much as clearness of brain.
are aware.
western churches,
elections, corruption on the judicial bench,
committed to our care, and at once raise
And “itis Na that ‘it’ ‘shouldbe so. disrespect of parents, immodesty, immor- after be distributed among hospitals and
The Nova Scotia Free Baptists have publishthe much needed fund.
other charitable institutions around Wash- ——VIOLENTLY seditious addresses are ed the minutes of their last annual
Making all due’ allowance for hypocrites
conference
alicy and insanity have steadily increased
‘being
.*“ God loves the cheerful giver.
distributed
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the
workingmen‘ington.
In
some
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boxes
are-provided
in pamphlét form for distribution among the
and imbeciles, the Christian ministry
of
under the public-school system, and that
J. M. KAYSER, President i Hoard,
3 in the railway stations where passengers in St. Petersburg. The Nihilistic agita- churches. We have previously reported’ the
America, asa class, are noble, God-fearthey are greater in proportion to populaor talAl mets
ing,liumanity-loving, self-sacrificing,
well- tion in those sections whicli have been can drop in a morning paper or a mag- tion in Russia is irrepressible. - Perhaps, substance of the conference transactions, and
azine and so help to while away an it is-only after a series of gigantic up- only allude to the minutes | as an agreeaqualified, devoted, successtul workers in
Hopeful Faots,
long under that system. Doubtless there
ble evidence of enterprise and progress,
the best cause ever coinmitted to man. is an increase in the directions of which hour for a poor sufferer in’ the hospitals. heavals of society that the vast Russian
Among things which come to the mind of the
‘First, that the young men in our minis.There is abundant evidence of this every- he speaks, but is it not idle to hold the This sort of charity meed'hot be confined empire will work out for itself a consti- Christian Intelli
gencer in its Thanksgiving
tutional
form
of
government.
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Time
is
an
try
are so generally interested i the be-,
to the Post-office Department nor to the
where; with nothing substantial to detract |
editorial
is
that
“ men. have waked , up to the
public schools responsible for-the increase,
frem it.
; and idler still to offer it as evidence that depot boxes. In every community there ‘indispensable element in the uprooting of Lord’s work and the world’s néed. Seventy- nevolent work of our.denomination, Extyrannies, and in the awaking of the com- five years ago there were
perience with several of them during the |
are those having papers gnd other periodnp missions to the
. For insincerity it any person,under any
the system is’ a failure ™~IF ‘it proves.
mon
people to a keen sense of their in- heathen, and even ministers ridiculed the last six weeks, especially, has .afforded
circumstances, there is no good excuse.
icals thaf
ey can spare after being read
either, it proves that the church is a fail--|
by themselves, and there are those to alienable rights. The law of right is might ‘propusitipn to send them. Now the mission- ample proof of such interest. Our hopes
Hypocrites are the meanest of dll. Sin.
| ure, rather than the public-school systeny.;.L
-ae og EY 18 HOU tHe Oh1Y Tequisite—it
may |
‘Whom this Kind of reading matter would in-the-leng-ran;-but-it-is-onlp.in-the Jong ary work is the church’ life”,
e.are-Jargely-contordd inthe
for it is the province of the church and
Knowing the liability, which ever faces large for the fotur
strong, true young men‘ in the ministry.
be a great blessing. We take it that the run that we should hope for the accom- bodies
exist in connection with error and wrong.
of men when
not of the public scnools to teach the
gathered
Jt must be funded in tr uth gad right, or.
heart of Christianity is manifested in the | _plishment of justice. He who has not assemblies, to have ,certuin into organized In an important ‘sense thisi3 an age of
influences
at
moralities. But it proves neither. It
it can not avail. But there may be exvery purpose of bringing together just such large patience is il- fitted to labor in be- work under the surface, it is especially grati- development and progress. How entire.only shows that the corrupting forces at
half
of
principles.
ly out of position is the young man not in
cuse for doubt. Lack of ability or-opclasses of people, in giving mutual help
fying to read in the editorial columns of the
work outside of the public schools is
and blessing both fo the giver and the ——ONE newspaper correspondent re- Congregationalist that at the late Congrega- sympathy with the spirit of missions, temportunity may extenuate, if not justify ibs-|
stronger than the purifying and * enn: nobl- receiver.
tional Council at St. Louis, *“ there was in the
perance, Sabbath-schools; freedom, and
y
We are never required to believe without
.
.
ports that New York is * mad for amu$e- outset neticeable an entire absence of wire- benevolent work generally.
. .evidence ; not necessarily full and perfect, ing forces at work within thém—w hich
might seem like giving away the whole —=A SPIRIT of soberness and truth will ments,” and of course says more or less pulling.” The same paper speaks of Rev. R.
Secondly. It is hopeful that our bani
+but such as the case reasonably demands.
It Dunn’s presence as a representative of the ministers, with only a few exceptions,
‘question, but for the fact that the public compel one to acquiesce in the words ofthe about the actress Sarah Bernhardt,
+If this is not within our~reach, we may
may be well to quote a paragraph to see | Freewill Baptists, and of remarks that he
school, as we said, is not set to teach the
Christian ‘Leader when it remarks :-that | how some people look at the question of made bearing on the question of church auton- are standing side by. side in the front
-stispend decision, for it is better to say
moralities. Mr. White's article is a strong
omny and denominational Qrganization.
ranks of Christian progress.
Few things
““in this age of néwspaper sensations we
nothing than to speak rashly,
morals. We clip from a etter in* "the
argument, so far as his statements of the
pass under the observation of a looker on,
— |. Martin Luther was veryA piériloulas st
are. prone to
ate-all events bythe Springfield Republican:
Hence -a—just- _diserimination is—to-be
ee
=
foundation of the Sabbath.
i quiet assembly, intent
made. between those who doubt from increase of vice and hurtfulness are cor- stir they Sor
* es
the | more delightful to witness than the loving
Now for a few words about the woman | day is made holy for the mere
fellowship of old and young as they mizday’s sake,” he
some selfish, unworthy motives,and those rect, for more powerful moral influences on doing the work for which it came to- as a woman.
She is undoubtedly an im- says, “if anywhere any one
in the school room, and ought to do its gether and unwilling to turn “aside from
sets
-up
its
gle
together 1 social religious -worship,
obserwho doubt from
some
limitation of
moral woman and I have no apologies to vance
on a Jewish foundation,
then I- order
bysturns occupy the pulpit, or exchange
powers or circumstances. The great in- share in silencing the ery that is raised that to amuse and’ amaze the populace, offer for her. It is a pity that so strong a you to work
on it, to ride on it, to dance on
opinions in regard to matters of business,
crease of knowledge in every department against the Bible in the schoal—the very runs the risk of being voted unimportant. woman should be also so wéak, but—a it, to feast on it, to do anything “that
shall redeal of this hue and cry about her
in Quarterly Meeting sessibns.
4
brings with it corresponding’ demands. book out of which should “come the in- If, however, the members fall to'quarrel- great
move this encroachment. on Christian liberflaunting immorality is all'stuff and nonThirdly. The payment of debts on
‘We come into contact with error, total or struction that would counteract the de- ing with each other, or if some trivial but | sense. For this.reason sheshoiild not be ty.”
churches: Since Rev. E. Prescott has
partial, even in sacred associations, and moralizing tendencies of waich he speaks. exciting topic enables such as are await- received into ** society”—word of mystical
All honor to the manager of the Troy &
Senator Burnside’s resolution providing ing the opportunity to make themselves and uncertain meaning—lut then neither Greenfield Railrond Company, which
been pastor of the church at. Franklin
must deal with it. Many of “the old creeds
refuses,
that
the
moralities
be
taught
in
the
public
should
three-fourths
of
the
men
who
are
through
its
manager,
to
permit'an
Falls,
N. Hi, aided by certain earnest,
‘extra
Sunridiculous,
it
may
be
set
down
as
a
noare manifestly defective, having -originatreceived,
Oh yes; I hear a’ ery of day train to run over-itsroad. In answer toa faithful women of “his charge, the old
ed in.more or‘less of narrow conceptions, schools. by Act of Congress was not Wholly table gathering.” The sincere. Christian “Oh!
that's a “vey ; “diffifkent smat- petition for
a train from officers of con!
debt, of long grid troublesome standing,
- will not let himself forget that a humble: ‘ter—men!” Bat. it can't ’bs® a dif-/ necting lines such
= hrhested controversies.
They are felt Visiopary or uncalled for.
this reply, in part, was réturnSE
PARE
-lifer-that-a-spirit-of ~hamitity, tut the] ferent matter—at-aisporitp-ie~pariy: CRE
arr PROPE- ROE IAOTE ASB -burdemr and -a-hinder
ARTIST
OH SHY, eer
Tron | has been blotted out... And the joy of Ah. mien.
Sincere,
enlightened Christian —THE Tndegendents proposition that basis of all growth=in purity and right- and corruption is corruption whether it necessity or charity, are- in violation of law, little, band of Christian workers there is
© ance.
~ministers and people can not wear such a [ the ex-Presidents of the United States be eousness; that if he does forget this mo exists in women or in men. But just so and I have no evidence that those you propose very great. long as women allow it, there will be one
Kgain. Since Rev. H. F. Ww cod bes
yoke of bondage. - Because they must made life-members of the Senate has call- applause of the world, no public thanks code of honor for men and another for to run are either from necessity er charity.”
“A true "Thanksgiving
been pastor at Concord, N. H., a debt¥pf mince-pie,” says
think and speak for themselves, because -ed out létters from a larg® number of dis- ‘at the hands of his own denomination can -womien, that is, in the eyes of the world,
. “hey are sincere and faithful to the light tinguished men. Among those: who ap- make good the defect. Being emulous of —in the eyes of God there is but one code. “ E. H. Arr,” in the Sunday-school Times; long standing has been removed, and the
‘ should be dn inch thick, with a thin, flaky
pews boughtin, or nearly all them, and
and truth they have, they call for new or. prove of such a plan are Chancelor Howard display, and envious of high social posi- But people say *‘ she is so bold in her im- crust, tinted by
‘its imprisoned Juices, which
morality—too bold even for Paris.” Well,
revised creeds. So far from being skeptics, | Crosby, President McCosh,
President tion, are the besetting sins of the time, the woman's very boldness challenges the threaten to break through, like biood from will be held as the property of the society.
, their very doubts are in the interest of the Bartlett, Dr. H. W." Bellows, Rev. Dr. and sins which, we are sorryto be obliged 4 admiration of all fair-minded people—she overfull veins; around its edge must be a Here is a matter of special gladness.” To
simple’ gospel of Christ.
fBeabody, Prof. Atwater of Princeton, and to confess, are prone to show "themselves is bad and she don’t pretend to be any- slight crinkle, madeby the tines of a fork, -or accomplish such tasks as these requires
Ray Palmer. Ex-President Woolsey pre- inside the synagogues as well as outside thing else,—at least she doesn’t add de- ‘cagtor-hottle cover, and'in its top a hole here courage and tact and the blessing of God.
ceit to her other sins. Of How many and there, from the stroke of a knife to let
Itis greatly to be desired that very
of them.
;
“THE YOUNG MEN. young men ean that be said?
§
the steam out.”—Ah! !
Bn
‘many churches now bearing such burdens
would
sneqanlize
the
representation
of
One of the greatest encouragements’ to
Canada wants
immigrants, and Englénd
We have a good deal of sympathy for
~——AT the close of the present year: the
in financial matters, be encouraged to
urges those of her people who choose to emithe lovers.of truth and progress is fdrnish- the States in that body. President. Eliot
some
of
the
ideas
advanced
above,
but
we
pay them off by one mighty, successful
thinks the proposition ‘‘ not wise.” * Ex- terms of oftice of several of the Commisgrate that they should seek new homes in
ed by the number of strong young men
need
be,
and
stop
Presidents ought not to be forced to take sioners of the Board of - Education® and think there may bé as much harm pro» somé of her own colonial possessions, England struggle, if
who are enlisting in the work of benevoa lower place in the Government than ‘also of Inspectors of Schools in New York duced by boldness in the acknowledg- and Canada ought to be able to find some way the recurring interest and the yearly
lence. The schools and colleges supply |
they have already held.” President’ city will expire. It is. claimed that the ‘ment of ‘wrong doing as in the more nat- to satisfy their respective: wants. We ‘notice euRaing perplexities ; lot providing for
a good proportion, and from their advanMayor has the power to - appoint women ural shame with which the ‘'wrong-doer | that a Canadian oelonization scheme has been. uch interest that in the course of years
tages and the spirit they manifest we ex- | Washburn, of Robert college, fears that
to fill these vacancies as ‘Commissioners would hide his sins. And as to another. floated in London with a capital of one million rh the debt itself. tn this centennial
pect much at their hands. They are not the tendency wouldbe to build up “a

‘waiting till the close of their courses of
study ; but are already efficient workers.
Harlan Page did more good, while attending school, than most persons of equal
ability do afterwards. “Indeed very few
shave better opportunities for usefulness
than students.
- There ought to be more such workers
sin all our seminaries. 7 Some of them -are

and must exert it.

If not a strong
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for good, they will be a strong power

for

and-Inspectors, as the recent

act of the

House of Lords.” Governor Long believes *“ the creation of such an office

Legislature on this subject declares that

would be entirely inconsistent with that
principle of close responsibility to the’
people” which he regards as vital: k Prof.

“no person shall be deemed to be;ineligible to serve as any school officer: or to
vote at any school meeting by reason of

Fisher believes that the plan is
fraught
with danger,” Thomas Dunn English re-

phase of the matter it does need a. good

deal of constant repetition to
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spoken of as such, without. an-oxplanatory pre- | sonage on tha evening
of Nov, 16

fix, Bu the Baptist family is composite, There

:

Rov, C.B Hanay, who is now a member

this. paper,

Missionary and other Bapi iragreeatic t 5866te Cry ‘the New churches in Detroit, Michigan, Some. Silom ho immigration tredly secured to
York Board of Aldermen will endeavor to eighteen months ago an alliance was his Souplry the control anfl Yegulation of tists=—all parts of the great Baptist family, Ordinarily itis sufticient to speak of * the Bapformed between these six ‘chfchéss
iE
rodpetion, of Chingse laborers by. tists”
1ei Agnity at bart, let them prevent the proposed presentation of the |
rnsy
when reference is ‘made to the Cal: ‘Ober-Ammergau- Passion Play in. that] the piirposeof paying off’ the indeb
lation: * The details of the vinistic or closescommun
the fam
iogbranch-of
ness, which ranged from $11,000 to $1:
commercial treaty are not yet kpown.
ily, but when exact reference is required,
like Newell’ ‘and Judson. “All our insti. city, - There is no ‘good reason for its
should be fountains of preséntation, nor any noteworthy demand | 000 on each church, aggregating $65,000. Congress will have need to look “at this there seems to be need of u word such as was
tutions of le
influence, as well as for it. It is purely& speculative under- This amount has been fully paid, and |it subject with calmness and with an eye to used’ jn. the paragraph . referred. to. The
moral and religiofts
the future, for with wise. legislation our | Watchman kindly objectsto the use of the
‘taking on the part of the theatrical man- was a very appropriate thing for the*
| emident for scientific and classical attainlieved
societies
to
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.as
they'
di,
‘comngerce
with Chita may be immeasyr- word, as superfluous. It may be so. We rarements. Knowledge: ‘alone is not a_power agers. ‘Those who would attend would’
ly use arty prefix, and should never use any
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mo Con
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£
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period is the time to do ita =

seen
he
mind that if ‘* society” would be-as—care= ‘spring...
The Cincinnati Cpmmercial would lose a during the last few weeks in N. H. is a
ful to exclude men of low morals as .it is characteristic featpre of its make-up
if it did specimen of-other parts of our’ denominato exclude women of the same character,
not contain something which is not believed in tion, we have occasionte expect the re-

gards it as “clearly impracticable,” Sen- Cooper the other day if he ‘intended to ——MOoE or less curiosi ty has been felt.
ator Kernan does not believe it to be a. avail himself of the privilege to fill any in ‘certain circles as to the nature and
of these: wi cies with women, and Ire-> ‘details ofthe new trea ty being négotiated
_ favored with almost continual revivals, proper thing ‘to do, and Senator Wallace,
‘of Pg., believes that it would tend to cenby the agents of, this government with
extending to the majority.
Others, from
‘tralization. Prof. Wilkinson and Rev. S. pompous, reply that he was not in the that of China. It transpires that the
which better things might be expected,
W. Duffield see objections to-it, while Mr. habit of telling in advance what. appoint- Secretary of State received a telegram
‘send no such cheering report; but rather|,
‘Horace E. Scudder prefers the pension ments he would make. It is moreover last week “from the Commissioners at
that piety is declining among them and
to the life-Senatorship. It is well that
Pekin informing bim- that on Nov. 17,
skepticism gaining. ground! 1t is the
Jhe ablest men are giving attention to school trustees in the several wards. The two treaties were signed,” one of com‘boast of some that
influence of the
this. master, for it is of a too serious na-- terms of office of thirty-nine of these trus-1 merce ahd the other concerning immigra-,
faculty is in the same direction, Religion}
ture to be lightly disposed of.~ We would tees will expire with apresen Jer.
| tion. Mr. Trescott- was to. leave Pekin
. must be excluded from our State instituliketo hear frem prominent politicians| *
Nov. 20th, and to bring ‘home the treaties
with
Sharged
be
they
lest
tions especially;
| and statesmen themselves on the subject.” LAST week’ Thursday was . ‘Indeed ; ‘by the first steamer. By previous tele"
sectarianism.

Hero Snel is a field of labor for Chris}

dollars, Itis expected -that the immigration
-of English wgFiculturists will begin in the
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i ** pound’ party.. The pastor, Rev.

C. W.

Bg and wie would acknowledge the receipt of substantial aid on the ocoasion to the

value of $26.00.
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ladies of the Mt. Vernon church

‘
(Lowy, ..

ell) held a very |pleasant festivak Nov. 18;
the benefit of the Sunday-school, A very generous. member of the church offered to give $100, provided others would raise a second
$100. © The money will soon “be forthcoming,

and the Bunday-schook will rejoice, +» i
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keep a hired girl?”

+ The late bishop of Winchester (Wilberforce) lost his

wife, to whom he was most tenderly “attached, after
ibey had been married only between twelve and thir1een years. The following’ touching aud beautiful
lines, writien by himself,
have reference to Hat

event:

s

-And bappy noises made;

;

Save in some vision bright.
It was in Jife’s young morning,
That our hearts together grew,

home a-darning stockings? Don’t tell me

Beneath
iis sparkling sunlight,
And in its steeping dew :
And the sorrows and the joys :

about ‘em, Jennie —these good husbands

—I know ’em.

eyes for nothing.

Of a twelve years’ changefut life
.Had"drawn more closely to me

My own, my blessed wife.

- | another woman

Sit
a

And to turn him thence were sin;
With a ¢ Peace be to this household”
His shelterers he blest,

*

.*“ Can't

table, and

‘The mother softly spoke,

my memory stored,

. Like Mare's tented plain
Or Emmaus’ evening board.

“if

he

His mantle was not raised,
But we felt that eyes of tenderness

+

‘are, you

go-

LT

Spake like thunder’ distant voiees

‘

throat, and 1 stood hurt and silent.

John kissed me and kissed baby in her

Full often ye have called me
And bid me to your home,

crib.
Then he took off his coat and
threw it on a chair.
i
‘If you don’t feel too tired, little wife,

And Ihave listened £6 your words
And at your prayer am come,

] you might fasten in that sleeve-lining.

And now my voice is strange to you,
And wherefore art thou here?’

I'll wear my thick coat to-night.”

Your throbbing hearts are asking,

He was gone, and after clearing away
our small table I sat down to think, and

With struggling hope and fear.

¢¢ It was my love that shielded :

soon made myself miserable enough. At
last I thought of Joba's coat, and picked
it up to mend it. It was his best coat,

Your helpless infant days
It was my care that guided you
Through all life’s dangerous ways.
I joined your hearts together,

which he’ had only taken

wear only a few days before.

1 blessed your marriage vow,
Then trust and be not fearful

Brushing

the breast pocket.

Nor said he any more,
But as one about to leave us
He passed unto the door,

* Then erg he crossed the threshold
<-He beckoned with his hand

for common

on the coat, I heard the rustle of paper in

Though my ways seem bitter now.”

We spake fio word of answer,

iy

:

~ Is there a wife loyal enough, unfemi‘nine enough to refrain from prying -into
her husband's pocket when she has a
chance? I drew the rustling paper forth.
: It was a note—a dainty, three-cornered

affair, with a rosebud on the broken seal.

That she, who sat beside me,

‘Should ome at his conimand.

1looked

at the

ton,” my

Then rose that wife and mother

in fine

And went into the night,

own

direction,

husbaid’s

feminine

* John

A sharp

3 mist dimmed

my eyes.
What woman was this who
dared to write to my husband?
I must

And though my heart was breaking
I strove my will to bow,
?

know.

For I saw his hands were pierced,

Thad a right

to know.

I tore

open the tiny sheet.

And thorns had torn his brow.

“MY DEAREST JOHN:
Do not fail to come
to-night. I am alone and shall look for you—"

family Circle.

I could

blindness

not

read

another

word.

me.

a twelve-

haven't we
i

. ““Just a twelve-month, John.”
"He was standing in the doorway, my
husband, with

his

Jennie,

~eigirlie, I'm the happiest man alive. Cdme

here and kiss me before I go, and tell me

what you would like me to give you on
the anniversary of our wedding. day.”
‘“ What's the use, John,” I said, as 1
received his kiss ; you know we haven't

an extra shillingto spare.”

Sou

at make: be-

What

would

you like to bave, provided you could have
Speak out, girlie.”

_ I laughed and fell to thinking.
“Let me see. There's s6

many

things I want, John, tis hard to decide;
but I think Pll take that pattern of brown

crept over

Miss Dorcas had told the truth;

I look-

ed up with brimming eyes.

paid, “we will go.

When he comes he

will find us gone.”

0

i

I gathered up the little one and

wrap-

-he

ter, asserted

J&

audience

that

politeness

and

the

that was the extra work, Jennie.”

She deserves a sbund

there
2

that

both

that which we do not mean, admire that
we do not like, assent to that with which

cheap.”
I only felt unutterably happy.— Selected.

express our -uufavorable

criticism;

praise in every one, all shams and subter-

fuges, all seemings that were not realities, and especially all words spoken with
intent to deceive are, in plain Saxon, lies;

POLITE LYING.

and no amount of kindliness of purpose
can change their moral character.
* The writer listened and thought.

the

visitor

This

tampering with.the divinest of attributes

turned

away; ‘and I never shall réturn her
call if Bean help it, but I suppose one’ «in the develovments of our social life.—:
Margaret
E. Winslow in Zion's Herald.

must be polite.”
Sina
ois
“I hope that very disagreeable Miss
Blank won't come soon, she’s so

hard

40-0

RESOUE
Fourteen years

to

entertain,” said the former to herself.
‘I felt boundto invite her, but I hope
she won't come.”
‘“ What a darling little love of a baby,”
said Miss Cerusia Gush;

‘“ how you

dote on every one of his
Dear little fellow!

golden

was gbout the saddest-looking case we
ever beheld, without hat or shoes and but
patches of clothes. He had managed to

must

curls!

care for himself from thé age of four to
six. He was put “in. the bath-tub, and

Never mind his sticky

Yes, Mrs. Doting, I quite

‘with you;

your Jimmie is

the

markably

precocious child

I

with, and

as

angel.

for

beauty—why,

I wonder,”

soap and water applied till his color

agree

most

ever

an

His rags were deposited

soliloguized the

must seem to think so too, for politeness
‘Did you do that piece of work your-

the side-walk on Hanover street. I guess
she is some blind. We all got up tight to
the stand ; and, while ‘one, fellow was
tending to buy, the rest of us was stuffing.

You thave such

taste, and you are a very patternof indus-.

try,” says Miss Admirari; and during the
next call she compares notes with her
other dearest friend on the odious contrast

That is how I got my dinner.” He -told
us that one day he found’ a pocket-book,

of color exhibited in the last achievement
suggests

a Jittle

getit?” ‘Me and my pals got around
an old apple-woman who has a stand on

i

of friend number one, and

furnace,

fellow like him. ‘¢ Oh,” he replied, ** us
boys can live.”"
.
La
. +“ Have you had dinner?” Yes,” he
said; “Thad dinner.” ‘How did you

per the. stupid little owl has, but of course

charming!

the

him how he could get a. living,

his mother thinks him perfection, and one

How

in

and a new suit throughout was farnished
from our wardrobe that made the little
fellow appear quite genteel. We asked

spinster, looking ruefully at her smeared
silk as the baby was borne ignominiously
away, kicking and screaming,
how
women can be such fools. Why, that
child is a perfect fright, and what a tem-

self?

was

rags we found that we had a ‘white boy,
and a pretty good-looking boy he was.

met

sake, if for nothing else.”

it would be much mere to the credit of the

Wilson's

note;

and

Take

this note

and.

look

it over

the

servant,

‘before she has been reduced

hind a heap of bags, and cut a ‘hole

ne ———
bor»

~

; “4

abje clause in the preface is the statemen
t thy;
it is the only

book, of all that have been gy..<
1
lished under his name, that Mr. Moo
dy author.
izes.—Chicago : ¥.: H. Revell.
(Cloth, 6)

The volume contains

Boutwellin the North American

such poems . of

abiding

A significant article by the. Hon. George
§.

for
December, entitled “The Future Review
of the Re.

-

publican Party,” is sure to arrest public attey-tion.

An

Appendix

of useful in-

formation is added, the whole complementing
the poems themselves,
and making an eminent-

ly*desirable Volume

students of American poets and poetry.

Written after

the

toward

the

, bound

Southern

to assume

States.

Concession,

compromise, conciliation, the autho
r 8ay§ .in
substance, will no longer be tolera
ted. No ~

before the law is not a
living, practical fact. The other articles in

which most people are now quite familiar.

SUNLIGHT

= AND

SHADOW.

Or

the December number of the Review are:
* The Discoveries at Olympia,” by Prof. Ernst

Gleanings

from My Life Work.
By John B. Gough.
Hartford. Conn.: A. D. Worthington & Co.
~ 8vo. pp. 542: (Cloth, $3.25).

Curtius; §* Rational

from so low a condition
to so high and useful a
place as Mr. Gough:

Battling with famine and

despair in boyhood,

coming to this - country

from Englandas an errand boy, seven years a
drunkard, than a reform and a visit to his old
home preliminary to the grand. career on which

and anecdote,’ adventure and experience, honor

and triumph; helpfulness to others

and bless

ing and credit to himself.
Here is a paragraph from one of the

pages:

:

opening

:

In 1832 or 1833, two boys sought employment
at the same establishment, in the .same week,
One was duly engaged as errand- boy in the
office, the other as errand-boy in the bookbindery.
The" first -was thrown into good
society, among refined, Christian people, and
brought under restraining
influences.
The
other was surrounded by an entirely different
atmosphere, nothing elevating, very little that
was ‘pure, lovely, or of good report.” The
office-boy, encouraged by good wdvisers, grow
in the righ t direction, obtained an education,
became a minister, a professor in a college, a

groped in darkness and almost in dispair. One

of these became the Rev. Dr. MeClintoék ; the
other is writing these lines to-day.
The book is interesting and entertaining,
quiet and dramatic,thrilling and calm,by turns,

and well calculated to win and hold the read-

er’s attention.
It’ is copiously illustrated Jy
good artists, the steel-plate portrait of Mr.
Gough himself being a pleasing feature.
Th
paper, printing and binding of the volume are
all that could be desi fed.
It is to be solid by

subscription only,

by Desire Charnay;

H.

By Rev. William H. Yarrow.

D.

[Standard

D.

& Co.

Series].

Octavo.

SPUR-

‘Wit

Stanford Holme,

an Introduction by Jobn

New

pp.

100.

“The

-

Distribution of -

ime,” by Dr. Teofard Waldo; * The Public-

School Failure,”

by Richard

Grang, White;

** The Validity of the Emancipation Edict,”
by Aaron A. Ferris: For sale by booksellers
and newsdealers generall
— y.
Nea York: D.

Ajpféton
& Co.
Biglow &

Main's

Christmas Annual

No.

Il contains some good and appropriate
tiong-for the musical part of Christmas

vals.

selecfesti-

They can be ordered of any music dealer:

at 5 cts, each, or $4 per hundred.

They also

publish twp

of

!

Dr. Vincent's

Christmas services— The--Tree of. Life and
The Magi and the Messiah.
the former being

0 cts. each by mail and the latter 10 cts.
or
$7.50 per hundred.
Full directions are printed and accompany each exercise. :
Our Little Ones is the title of a new maga-’
zing for the children.
It presents an attractive
appearance, with its clear type and fine illus-

~The advertising

house

. x

bis.

York:

I.

(Paper,

Tot4

SL
in
=

of N. W. Ayer &

Son is one of the most sutcessful. in

Philadel-

We have.done business with them

for

many years and have always found thein faiv
and honorable.
Their Newspaper Annual
contains more than 600 large octavo pages, and
is a model of its kind.
It contains a list of
every newspaper and periodical inthe United

States afd

Canada,

with

the

circulation

of

each, date of establishment, a separate list of '
religious papers, &e., &c. It is every way:
creditable to the
purchasers.

publishers,
:

Harper's
. Magazine
| Miss

GEON.

by

Southern

Statesmen ‘and their Policy,” by the
Hon.
John Jay; *“ The Ruins of Central Ameri
ca,”

| the first installment

THE LIFE ANP WORK OF CHARLES

Observance,”

Clarke;

trations, and will be likely to establish itself
unchallenged inthe nulry.
It is published
be “by the Russell Publishing Company, Boston,

Shop boy
with no restraining . influences, naturally impulsive and yielding, went sudly gstray, until
he became as negr an outcast as a young man
could become, with only a- li mited edgcation,
While all the natural \powers God ha
given
him were running
to waste. For years he

K. Funk

Sunday

the Rev. James Freeman

The bare title of this
book will start a
long line of “reflections. Few men have sprung

man.

If he should

happen

to read this

story, and remember the eccentricities of

his young life, he would fremble at what
he might have been,if he had beenyleft

to his street life.— The Little: Wanderers

-~

;“-

Advocate.

.

and

caricatures

from

and

The
with

writings,

which enable the reader to get a clear idea of
the man and of his’ wonderful ‘influence with

men.

It was prepured especially for thé "phib-

lishers, and may be safely described as ‘the
most interesting and reliable Jife of Mr. Spurgeogh yet written,
Je same publishers have in press_ These
Sayiggs of Mine, by Rev. Joseph Parker, of
London, and Dickens’s Christmas. boo ks tom. \e
a
plete.

his pocket, and then ask

. But Charlie was saved from such a fate.

sermons,

selections from his sermons

and

The power of love and truth subdued him,
aud he has grown up to bea fine young

of

Mr. Spurgeon was bornin Kelveton,

don, and his later career is well known,
book presents many incidents of his life,

gq into a grodery store, and, in passing a
barrel of cakes or crackers, slip one into

and

for ember

thoroughly American

:

»—by

Wo

qualities

to,

brings

ofa novél—** A

Fenimore

Constance

valuable
i

i ; PN

LL

ale

.

will ‘Win "it

‘much favor. The city of Pittsburgh is the subject of a very interesting, Pape by Go. F. Mul-

ler, forcibly” illustrated by

Sbirlaw.

The

ps

————

Biglow& Main

(New

York

His, subject

Wordsworth,

and

scenery and

and Chicago)

music that is now known. under’ that name.

the

is

country

Ey

Lh

A. un, am.

i

of character

Alfred

by

Parsons

Abbey have remarkable merit «as
and E. A.
attaching to
pictyres, apdrt from the inte.rest
the subjects treated. Rose Terry Cooke contributes another of her characteristic

land stories, with four illustrations

New Eng-

by Abbey.

“The Sixth Year of Quong See,” also beautiful
ly illustrated,is an interesting description by
Catherine Baldwinof a New Year's celebra®

tion in Chinatown, San Francisco, Misd ~ Sarah |
‘O.+Jewett

contributes

a poem,

“ Two

Morn-

ings,” with an illustration by Fredericks, Other

poems ‘are contributed by James T. Fields, H.
R. Hugson; John B. Tabb, Rose Hawthorne
Lathrop, Philip O. Sullivan, and Miss Ada M.
E.''Nicholsyi. A short story, * Miss Cabot’s

Guest,” is vontributed by Horace KE. Scudder.

Charles F. Thwing shows in an able article the

s Wink

{Really£- 1 hia

.

Movements. in Woman's

Education;” an article by W.

T. Davis, entied

¢ The Queen, Ministry, Lofds,and Parliament,’
gives a satisfactary explanation of the operations.

British Govérnment; and Mr.

Edward

;

How-

land contributes & suggestive article, entitled

Its points of advantage over the old system are
:
to be
claimed

‘ A Great City)’

i nstead of fourteen, as in the staff notation,

number, and will be followed by a new serial
novel, entitled “ A Laodicepn,” by Thomds

‘2. There arg but (wo. 1epresentutions of each

h

Henry James, Jp.’s, novel,

¢¢ Washington Square,”

“1. It has but one representation of the scale

is concluded,

in

this

Hardy. The Editor's Easy Chai¥ treats of
the
Newspaper and Orator, the influence of
3. *.Aeetdental” or passing chromatic tones:
Byron, the Rugby * Colony in Tennessee, and
-are not confounded with those
chromatic tone instead of five,
notations
4

as in the

stuff

which lead to a |
“the Irish Agitation; and contains a communi,
change of key.
tsi
4. Changes of - key, however: remote; are ett
from Wendell Phillips, cotreciing a very
cledrly indicated by this notation. 1n the common error in the use of Deas a prefix to’
words of an acute musical critic. (Dr, WwW. 8.

B. Mathews

LY

of

the-illustrations of natural

réstits of ¢‘ Recent

publish The: Tonic Sol-Fa Music Reader,
by Theodore F. Seward, whichis intended to
descr
and ibe
illustrate the method of teaching

|

their Gewiiy”

of Chicago),

* th

Tonic. Sol-fa

French family names,

36

of acquiring the use of the staf notation.

\

The other editorial de-

pagtnents are ‘well sustained.~New York:
notation shows the musical reader exactly
he needs to know,”
Harper & Brothers.
RECTOR'S - WIFE, —*¢ How do you do, what
6. There is no puzzling out of notes on added
Mr. Wiggles? We have not seen you at lines and spaces, which is always
so confusing
the beginner (and usually a long time after
The Bibld Student's Cyclopedia, or Aids
church lately. Have you been away?" ,] tobeginning)
{ to Biblicad Kesearchy, is a recent und
rd
:
‘Mg. WIGGLES.
6. The representation of time is simple and tant
—** Yes, mum, I've been
‘publication from the jress or N. impor:
Tibbals
y
poi Park Row, New York. lt iy written
a-visiting my old aunts’ at: Manchester, uniform, |

v

PESs——

The book wil}

the least notice.

cts).

and learned rapidly, Before he was twentyone he was the most famous preacher in Lon:

pick out his pocket, full of nuts. He would

bad rhymes. which

least, though knowing that many” times

Not

wholesome lessons, narrate facts that are full

-of power and force, and develop and strengthen the facilty for appreciating “really good
poetry, whether “in shorter or longer form.

-in Essex, a dill and quiet town, June 19, 1834,
j+He spent four years at school at Colchester,

it ”

J

that the motion does not affect her in

but the longer productions
may teach the ost

Punch,

the other five, and we said nothing about

as good a cook as you.” - This aloud, but

false quantities and

comfort many readers.

®long flightof poetic imagination-and

feeling. Thee"short poem can at best embody
only. & sentiment or fancy, however. beautiful,

LAketches

‘ Lgave him him five ‘dollars and kept

really must give me the recipe for that
cake,” said Mrs. Notable. * I wish I were

which Mrs. Fashion

the crumpled

.is portrayed in a glowing light
.

and there were two five-doll#r bills in it;
‘number opens with twélve Christmas Caril:
20 cts.)
and a police officer saw him have it, and “This brief Tife of the famous London preach- lous’ by Anuale Chambers Ketchum, with four
he arrested him, “Ah,” said 1, ‘then er will be widely read. It presents him as he excellent illustrations by Fredericks. Moncure
the text by a most un- ‘P. Conway contributes the first of 'a series they sent youup?”
With'a queer smile is, even supplementing
of papers, entitled ® The English Lakes [and
flattering
portrait, fac similes of letters,

that

the grocery man
has seen fit to surupon her breast.
:
for a cracker, and the man would say,
bo
round her sallow countenance.
‘Jobn untrue?) repeated my father,
“ How can I express the pleasure you “ Get ou, you little dirty fellow I" «Bit
“Is that what you're driving at? Oh,
have given me! 1 so dote on poetry, and 1 got the cracker all right” . He was well
bosh, Jennie, you're jealous, that's all. I yours is so exquisite,”
says_young John along in the Infant School of Vice, and
don’t believe a ‘word of it. A truer, betCritic, whose nerves have been quivering would have made a splendid graduate Tor
ter man than John don't breathe.”
foran hour, under the inflig
hil
. of the Concord.
Idrew forth

cipline of

ce, ~The nature of these rewards

to short

the dis

revealed, and out of that heap-or filth and, celebrated Greek scholar, and died leavin
bind hiu a splendid reputation. The

re-

he’s

THE YOUNG.
since a police ‘officer

brought in a little ragged orphanboy, six
years of age, by the name of Charlie. He

fingers, he shall have as much cake as he

wants.

attention

—truth—seems to her to touch principles
and forces far beneath the frothy surface ‘he stibsequ
ently entered, —such phases of his
of conventionality, and to account for life occupy the opening pages of the
book, to
many things which pain honest observers whieh is added chapter after chapter of incident

“I can’t bear to go-to her homie,” said
ns

exclusive

to put into the hands of
|.person is to be admittesto a seat in the Senate
,
unless te Técord of his election is clear,
v
-N ew,
we do not agree, and in many ways speuk |
laws are to be passed for. the supervisio
n and
The same publishers issue an illustr ated
and act lies to avoid- wounding the feel
protection of the ballots’ in the elections
of
edition of Mrs.
Harriét Beecher : Stowe’s members of
ings of others. One lady present, who
the House of Representatives and
Oldtown Fireside Stories, in which Sam Presid
ential “electors= The civil magistrates
immediately received the soubriquet of Lawton figures so conspiea
ously- and
must have the means within call (the army)
“¢ Puritan,” maintained that while it is not tertainingly. ‘This edition is enlarged byso en.
of
the protecting the ballot
and keeping the peace,
necessary to say all that we ‘think’; ‘while addition of five later stories, including Laugh- The
United Statés must insure to the people
we need never give advegse opinion un- in’ in Meetin’,” “ The Parson's Horse-race
of each State a truly republican form
of govand
‘The
Student's
Sea
Story,” the whole ernment. * No
less it is positively called for; while we
grants will be made for interna}
need not obtrude our likes and dislikes, being written in that irresistibly amusing vein improvements in any Southern State where
the
that has characterized * the stories” with
equality of all men
nor

-*“ Good-night, Jennie,” said father; while, indeed, we should seek for. some“I'm sorry for you. I'm sure ii feel ‘thing which we can honestly admire and

the latter speaker,

by

respect to them.

kindliness demand that we frequently say

old Mrs. Grimes. I built her greenhouse ;

RESO

did not live,

who

attained

poems.”” In such poems one misses

to a state of
dering what it could mean.
The ‘name’ miserable sea-sickness by a sighilar probeing
smal, and 1 hadall At thé bottom of the tinwd sheet caught ceeding,
se
ta
7. By tlils notation the minor scale is easily
1 my hands; but I did my eye for the first time. 1 grew hot ¥ "4 Not at home to day} Johny? and the
sung and ubderstood,
5
OR'S
WIFE
“4
i
0
with
shame
frou
head
to foot. - The letall. I loved my husband,
8. By the o_ Tonic
Toni Sol- LY _notation apd the
Ladice
ATE Ls od ? method
and delivers
the message|- foundTio ol pc
ofteachin which properly accompa«
ter wis my own, written to- John ‘by my footmén receives
; and a happier couple ‘own
to
Mk.
WiGeLes
—*
1
didn’t
say
my
nies
it,
the
princip
)
visitors
as
es Of harmony
are received
unconsciop
sly as ‘though
hand in the. days of our . courtship,
unconsciously, and can be compreHand
I fell upon
my mother’s bosom und burst: there were no moral wrong involved. in harnts, mum, I said my old "aunts—revis- almost
itin’ the aunts 0’ my youth, you know, | bended from the begioning, '
| into tears.
9. It is thé quickest and most thoroggh means
mum!”
the transaction.
oy
‘
:
ay

‘e could not afford

, not* mi

clérgyman

be

He contem-

result of the
A weg tor Tar Te PE Tn
gave rise
to an animated conversation | eve rig AREER
elections had been ascertained, this articlrecent
e de.
goncerning the propriety and morality of
group leave almost nothing to be desired in fines the position which the Republican Party
polite lying. Several, including the minis- is, In logic and in" policy

the season. ' Do favor me with the name
‘““ And you've brought: the child, too!
of your milliner;” but to her own modiste
‘What's out ?”
» 3 =
she privately describes-the. horrible com:
1 sank down beside my mother, and
|bination of pale green and hlue with
began to sob out my misery, my head

vo 4 . Did you ever see it’ before?
J took the note and looked at it, won-

and

a young

(Officers were not as ‘honest then as
ped her in a heavy shawl; then we left inaudibly: *Ithink my husband and
children’ would ‘starve if I condemned now.)
our cheerful fireside and set forth through
them to such sour bread, underdone cake, | Charlie was very frank and free to tell
the pelting rain.
:
and pasty pie-crust.”
us all his tricks. Sometimes he would be
“ Why, what in the name of wonder
. ‘“What a charming hat!” says spright- on the wharf while they were unloading
has brought you out to-night?” cried my
ly Mrs. Fresch; * you will be the belle of bags of foreign fruit, and would get hefather, as we entered the sitting-room.

are!

re

with

chanced to be among

says she saw you walking with—"
*“ Yes, she did,” he interrupted, ** with

held it towards Wem.
Reta
his friend Bore has been reading to him
*. the other day.”
“He's gohe every night,” I sobbed, from his manuscript.
nt
" « Al right, and whatfor baby
“| « and—and I found this in his pocket.”
‘Cigars don’t affect me in the legst;
* Oh, a christening robe, of course.”
* Father-pulled ‘his spectacles over his indeed, | am quite partial
to the aroma,”
% My husband's brown eyes danced.
nose and opened the note. “A minute, says the white lipped girl to bier * gentle\ “Poor Jennie,”he said, +/I'm afraid perhaps, he peered at it in curiosity, then man friend,”wh smokes unconsciou at
7g
o
sly
our. _be exploded with laughtex. .
less we
nop
ou’ll
di ‘her side hier sulfering only “equaled by
e believe. By-by; take
ame ©
“Oh, Jennie, Jennie, what a sell!” he those of the other girl who persists
in ridcried; what a precious little ‘fool you
ing with her back to the horses, and says

the

currence

latter did she devote some of the time .so
was untrue to me, and I had loved
| largely wasted in fancy-work to assisting
him so? I crushed thqfatal note into my
on his ¢ ounienance, he exclaimed, Z,
‘pocket, and caught up my hat and cloak. her mother in household duties, or the
"be did not.” «What did -you do?” « &
church
in
good
works.
,
«
+ “Come baby,” I sobbed, driven out of
* How delicious your pies are, and you squealed on the cflicer.”** What is that?”
my senses for the minute by my terrible

ner-basket on hig arm, his hounest eyes all
©

broidered muslin for baby’s robe.

em-

John

din-

* aglow with love and delight.
* Just a twe|]ve-month, and now I've

A

like tha of death filled my

eyes, a faint, horrible sickness

been married just

Dan-

name, written

characters.”

pang piercedmy heart,

She followed at his bidding
And was hidden from our sight ;

JEALOUS JENNIE.

the

her. Between
married
hearts
should never be concealments.”

he:

er

go, that's all; but
I shan’t bave to go again, maybe.”
My foolish, jealous heart rose in my

His lips we saw not ‘moving,
“ "Unto each of us alone ;—.

done

coveted,

“You must come and. see me very
- “What for, John?” -Soon, my dear." I shall quite count upon
His eyes fell, and he turned from me"
a visit from you.” ~
in evident confusion.
‘Oh, certainly, I shall be delighted to
“¢ Well—you see—don't, ask me, Jhb
do so; it will ‘afford me agreat pleasure.”
nie. I've promised to

:

But a deep and inward tone

was

brown silk, that I had

nie”

His foFm was veiled from us,

silk that we looked at down at

minute

ing out again? And it is raining too.”.
* So itis, but Imust go to-night, Jen-

_ For it seemed like other days

, it?

the

no one could be offended; but the hint

songs ang

~music for the Sunday-school,

- | Heaven is the title of a book
by Mr. D. I,
|-Moody, the evangelist
, Jin whichhe aims to set
plated a book of poetry for study and use in
forth his conception of heaven, its local
schools, or at’ least to be used as an educator,
ity, its
inhabitants and how to get. there;
as gleaned
whether in the school or the family
or the pri- “from
the Bible, - Its eardinal proposition
.vate room. He well says in the ,préface that
is the
certainty of God's promise of
a life beyond this
‘t The power to read and enjoy poetry is one
worl
d,
and that grest rewardare
s in store for
of the finest results of education, but it can not
faithful servi

ance with the compilers design.

saidirel

‘the money to buy the anniversary gifts; was taken, and the ‘ examination”
soon
there they are. To-morrow’s the day, but closed, to the great relief of both
pupils
to-night will do.” 2
and audience.
?
He put them in my lap, the glossy | It was the discussion of this little oc--

band, with his dear hand on my head,
* and I'll never keep another secret from

see her- face.” .

“ Why, John,” I asked,

With the thought which in me woke;

“So Ido; but we'll play

Didn't

arose and took down his hut.

And my inmost spirit thrilled

lieve as the children .do.

tell.

I wanted

Biglow

-poems are long, as a rule, but that is in accord-

tired

Jennie. The fact pecting an ‘answer, the small audience
see you care so looked puzzled, when one lady relieved
to have made you the embarrassment, ‘with infinite tact, by.
wrong I should -saying: ‘‘Pray do'not interrupt your exhave éxplained before, but you see, Jen- amination till- you. have fully - satisfied
nie, I wanted to surprise you. But we'l! yourself and your pupils.” The answer
have’it all out to-night. I've been doing was given so politely and pleasantly that’

scolding for being such a little goose—"
“¢ But I'll not scold her,” said my hus-

‘Twas your John.”

not

know you desire a great deal more.”
:
As the speaker paused, evidently ex--

¢« Nothing to forgive,
is I'm rather pleased to
much about me. Sorry
suffer, though. 1 was

John,”he said.

“Oh,

‘“ When John came home to supper I
determined to ask him; but a feeling of
shame kept me silent while we were at

The childrens’ noise was hushed,

well as wife.

beside him?”

had enough; you're

yet, I hope,” with an air which

Father laughed and buttoned up his:
oat.
xo
Neen
od oR,
‘“ You are a good-natured husband,

“¢ And who was the woman ?”

Like some unexpected guest,

as

Didn't I see John only

- “Inever mistake.

And sat him down amongst us

And love upon us gazed;

two.

“John I gusped—** my John?
you must be mistaken.”
~.

a

And wegrose to let him,
For the night was cold and stormy,

got baby

Ihaven't got these

night afore last a-walking down town and

Then at our door One knoeked

handsome young

Cy

| with sarcastic laughter.
¢¢ Never squanders a penny!” she repeated ; ““ and never stops out’ o'nights,
either, and goes gallivanting’ round the
town with other women,
and ye a-sitting at

In loveliness and light,
Ine’er saw any like her,

month come. next ‘Friday,
Jennie, my dear ?”

Ee

you have

blurted out the whole story.
* « Forgive me, John,” I whispered.
‘He bent forward and kissed me.

a little extra work, you see.

. ““Can’t he? Maybe not. Has to squander. too much on his- own pleasure, does
“No, indeed,” I answered indignantly,

Beside me sat theixumother,

‘““ We've

‘“ He can’t afford it, Miss Dorcas.”

|

¢ John never squanders a penny.”
Miss Dorcas shook her ample sides

Four children in their merriment,

Within

.

.

he?”

I sat within my glgd home,
And about me played

put in my father, aid then and there he

the

same thing over again to-morrow.” .
“Bah!
Such'simpletons as you lasses
are! - Well, you'll open youreyes to the
truth soon emgugh.
A-working your
hands to the bone and spoiling your good
‘looks, as if any man that ever had breath
‘was worth it,
I say, why don't John.

on

When all were gone!

.

you ©
:
: Guyot’s geography,
turned and said, artistic taste as well as fine perception: of the
*‘ She's not worth .the trouble, John,” “Don’tlet us weary you. Tell us when sentiment that the lines would convey. The

J

Good as Gold is published
& Main, andis an excellent bookalsoof 1 ¥.

if of bad

He, only He, :
Can gauge.
the Jove that, faithful, waited
Beside the Martyr’s cross at Calvary

indeed, Miss Dorcas;
I'd do

to those who use it studiously,

ES Abe

“Noy

young governess, having ealled for the sented in their best guise. The selections have
vérbatim repetition of neatly the whole of been skillfully made, 4nd-thd illustrations show

|

& Dh A

fall“ for one

Thal cares to grow.

I

a

any

‘to'be, and look at you riow! A poor, fagged slattern! What a fool ye was to
marry, Jennie. Weren't yg now?

hands

‘* You've given me a terrible fright.

was just shuttifig up to come in search of

A NI

ne

weak

lass as you used

BOB

SOW
_ And tend with hope,

death, and that child-on your hands, too!

a

sitting down and throwing back her bonnet-strings.
.** A drndging yourself to
Such a trim handspme

He sees; alone,
heavenly see s their

Countless

-

by. As 5 Hotiow With ya piaiioduetion,
by the
Rev.
Dr.
James
M.
Buckley, ti
y
And. veraatile mditor of: the Christian.
{- brilliant.
Advocate. Iianswers many perplexing ques,
tiowh in the Bible and conveys a vast fund 0
information
not emsily ucquired elsewhere. ,
Though designed chiefly for clergymen an

Ta

{

“ Come, Jennie, gather up the child, | A few days ago the writer was present
| It prétents many points
of excellence, that
of simplicity, after one
and I'll go home with you,” said my fa- at a dreary ‘‘ exami
ion” of two boys in
has
me familiar
ther. +t Now don’t you feel cheap?"
}
ithmetic, and other ordingry |
;
:
;
: m——— with the method, being the chief,
The
same
publishers issue
a
ay | AMERICAN POEMS.
Longfellow; Whittier
“I did not; .I only felt supremely happy. Sra
school maT
studies.
These: things; : Tf * very
edited by Theodore Perkins: Sterlin, 9 Gems
ryant, Holmes, Lowell, Emerson.
Wit
ang Hubert p
Home we trudged through the dark and interesting to a general audience at any
“thographical Sketches .and Notes. Holiday Main, and intended
for use in, the schoo]
* Edition. Allustrated. Boston: Ho ughton,, -the
rain. John met us at the door.
: time, became exceedingly tedious-as hour
and:
bore
,
and containing #-mangal
Mifflin & Co. 12mo. pp. 455. ($3.00).
of rygj.
Se Why, here you are Jennie,” he ‘cried. after hour dragged b#y-and at length the
mentary instruction. [It
will
The favorite American poets are here pre‘commend itself
|

Witorary Bein |

Miss

«So you're hard at it, Jennie,” she said,

“When women pray .

He “only knows
» "The dear Lord Yistens well.
How many pieret
C
thorns,
fall in their way
For every rose!

a

© i

too, was

i

i
eC

maid,

An old

; Ali

-

Sunday-school teachers it is-equally adapted to
-| the Christian anywhere.
.
:
:

ST SR

)

\ pe

:

OF San LTR

an old friend of my

mother’s.

‘mankind in general. .

WOMAN'S PRAYER.

;

/

Fo

"Miss Dorcas Dent,

Dorcas, a. great scoffer at matrimony and

I
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would be & recreation as novel as any usefulness of his selection. Mr. Arnold he visited his absent children apd said much
to them about the way to live, and much about
they can take! A good deal more real considers that to make it possible for, the
common duties of‘life; but’ nothing about
Wordsworth
to
be
received
as
a
classic
he
neighborliness’ would give the needed
‘“ needs, to be relieved of a great deal of his approaching departure, though all felt it' to
lucubration to many lives.
be near. Upon his return to *his ewn home,
the poetical baggage which how incumbers
he a sked Rev. Jacob Stewart to preach his fun| him.” This then has been the editor’s task, eral sermon from the text which he bad chosen,
fight,I have finished m
The Boston Journal does not wish to and he has performed it. with a skillful “I have fought the good

. WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 1, 1880.

GLANOES AT THE PAPERS.
' The London Truth speaks of a ‘peculjar American:

scheme

American author, has not tasted animal
food for half a century, and, with the ex-

to take from $30,000,000 to $50,000,000
from the Federal Treasury to construct
several thousand miles of embankmeut to
keep the Mississippi River from overflow-

or coffee

ing the lands of the States through which
it passes.
But should. Congress, in its

Mr. A. Bronson®Aléott, the well-known

ception of a cup of extremely weak tea
now and then,

ing but water.

he drinks

noth-

This abstemious diet re-

wisdom, ‘or

the proposition

minds one of the famous motto of the originators of - the Edinburgh Review: *“ We
cultivate literature upon

lack

eration,

a little oatmeal.”

at

we

least,

of

wisdom,

‘will

that-

A few

to the point

reflections

New York Times:

refuse

consider

will
and

can Congressmen to consider the-proposed sgheme upon its merits. With any.

work-

consideration of this

ing together as parts of qne great commonwealth. Let the South devote itself
to its material well-being and it will not
be long in finding this out.

scheme

should

be

WM. BRADBURY

@brtwaries.

|

=

"It looks more and more as though business was4o be a
potent force in. eradicating the sectional. feelings
so prevalent in
the. Southern States, We quote an editorial paragraph from the Christian Lead-

PARTICULAR

© ¢ He generally rises,” says Major Swaim,

gers

authority

on finance,

and

a

steadfast

at the meals,

friendof American industries, like Edward Atkinson, of Boston, is invited by

which all

have read, or

toa like

opportunity of measuring the great and
Beneficient change
which has taken place
in this country since 1860.
: hid
§
+

nouncing it. until all have failed, or its
proper sound has been given.’ Then comments are made by whoever feels in the
‘humor, and so entertaining does this exer:

leading citizens of Georgia- to come down
and talk to them abont their political and
indnstrial interests; and when he accepts

the invitation and speaks
the same

frankness

to them with

he would

a word.

assembly in’ Massdchusetts, \'we have an

3

“shold

words,” VEESES are inadmissible,
=

gans.—New

;

|

Believing that a more extended notice of the

a more

elubgfate

account.

The eldest but one of a famiy of twelve, he
early accustomed

to a

life

of “toil;

and.

while the wild and rugged beauty of his native

that many times the meal hour

di

-

church in.
Phillips

united

afterward

with

moved

the church

church

triumphant,

:

wife

in

For-all Female Complaints.

RESTORES THE BLOOD TO ITS

CONDITION,

DIRECTS

THE

VITAL

-

POWER

STRENGTH, 80 THAT THE CURE IS radical
tire. It strengthens THE BACK AND
GION
TEM;
NAT

this notice experienced religion in early life and
united with the M. E. church at Gt. Falls,N. H.,

and ene
IC RE-

IT GIVES TONE TO THE WHOLE NERVOUS BY Be
IT RESTORES DISPLACED ORGANS
TO THEIR
L_POSITION,
THAT FEELING
OF BEARING -

DOWN,

CAUSING

ALWAYS

PAIN,

PERMANENTLY

* Ityvill, at all

WEIGHT AND BACKACHE, IS
CURED
BY

Sample copies

ITS USE.

times and. under

relatives

There is something

sensible about

devotesas
is a very
“labors are
to it than

much time
as possible.” Supper
home was with the C. Baptists; and before he
pleasant ‘meal, and asthe day’s
_| left the State of Maine, he traveled many miles.
prétty-well over we devote more
into the main land of the Stateto consult with
to either of the other meals, the an F. Baptist minister-whom he had heard was
exergises’ being the same.
After supper
to be there. After his union with the church
the General devotes considerable’ time to of his choice he almost immediately. commenc.Y., anda]
the thorough perusal of the leading influ- ed a series of meetings at Otselie,

the

“New York Post's remark that** the func‘tion of a book cover is to protect the book,

“and it should
be fit in color, material and
1dgcoration, for
tinues :

that use.”
Bot

The Post conCo
+f ential dailies. We get all the prineipal
‘It is absurd to put upon a book a cover New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland,
which itself needs protection, anditis a Pittsburg, Chicago, St. Louis and Cincinviolation ‘of a- fundamental principle * of nati papers. We look them over before

of the International

Sample copies

bad.

If a book

which one”

has

must handle ginof his.

gerly to the distraction

attention,

it has a binding essentially bad, and unfit
for its purpose. Colors and ornaments
on the cover of'a book, which render the
cover an object of solicitude, are out of
‘place, und therefore false in art, however
beautify] they may be in themselves.

(Living

was Rev. Barrett), and though.

Garfield has two short-hand men as. secretaries, and he dictates
his replies to letters
and telegrams to them.
This enables him

te do a great deal of corresponding work
in a short time.
Of course very important
and particularly private letters are written
by myself or the General in person. Every
one is free to go to church or to stay: at day Horning that this scattered community, of
Amerthe
notes
"Among its agficultural
home, to pray or let it-alone, as he pleasés.
which the church was composed, might listen
ican Traveller speaks an editorial word There is but one autocrat in this house, to the preached Word. During all this time
[he 'received no stated salary, but only desulto-,
applicable to those who do not till the and that is the General's mother, and she ry contributions and that. hearty and cordial
| has too much good sense to interfere in
wi
appreciation which to his sensitive and peculand for a livelihood :
such matters.
There
is one thing I -liar
temperament was more highly prized than
A fractious man usually has a fractious forgot to mention, and that is thatat meal
much gold. During all these years the wants
untorso
be
he
(if
or the family reunions. we sometimes get of a rapidly increasing family were “supplied
.-wife, fractious children
by the labor of his hands, except for the voluntunate as to have them, or they are so the General deeply interestedin some theme
tary contributions of members of his: own deunfortunate 8s to be born and bred in and get him to talking ‘about it. . You

postage 4 cents.

> such a family), fractious cows, if he be a

know

he

is+a

brilliant conversationalist,

dairy man, and if the cow kick, or if she
don’t kick, she is sure to be'kicked. Let the
fractious man but see himself as he is

and these talks often almost take the shape
of lectures. They are very interesting
and
wonderfully instructive, for the General's
mind is a vast storehouse of knowledge.

a niiracle can care him of sueh a detestthis would most likely do it,
able-vice,.

He has

seen by others, and if anjthing short of
it

before

provided it could: be applied

becomes chronic. Otherwise his case 1s
hopelegs, and what cannot be cured must
of

:

be endured. .

An unbroken line of decisions, Stateand

«1
.{

in churches.

trine that mere changes of residence do
not affect citizenship or alter the rights of

of

American decisions is in the same direction.’ ‘In the case of Mr, Grout, his birth

occurred during the temporary
of bis parents in Candda, and

English

a claim
law

might

residénce
while "by
on

made

be

citi-

his allegiance, by ‘American law his

or their plays or other occupations,

of his character

respect, ’=wCincing “|.church was formed under

in this

nati Enquirer.
ip
A

which

LS

- WORDSWORTH.
The dericigneies of Wordsworth are, ob-

vious. | His verse, like that of Ruckert,
too often degenerates into prose; after
dropping hig singing robes, he imagines he
is still ginging; hedacks humor, wit, dramatic skill, and ‘while he knew*well one
class of men, the stalwart peasantryof

American

n divest himself of his American
citi
allegiance as far as this country is cong

I

'

Pk

1

The Golden Rule speaks “on the ‘theme |

of every-day recreation :

A

;

_ With the cut-door worldan uninviting

place for exercise, iL. often happens that
no seurce.of recreation exists fer- many
_ people—so. poor are they in resources.
~ And this increases the necessity for what

we have named *¢ every-day recreation.”
The French; and the Continental people

; generally, understand: this much better
1 an we do. With a home-life less fine

than ours in many fespens, they still” do
manage to make of living a. much

healthful, natural and

enjoyable

more

affair.

from miguaking metrical platitudes

to

even lower, and forgetting that he is ‘a po-et, becomes a narrow-minded moraligt.
Well would it be for Cowper's fame if

was there vt the time

Veteran,

of the

fénted field, but

Y.

and

passage 'of the

At the

labors with that church bis
fired with g desire to serve
try in the

N.

clase

of his

patriotit soul was
God and his coun-

much more of Wordsworth add not half a
pages which
wiilngly Yar

of the home-cir¢le
need not be; and. to
some men we fear an evening at home,

poems froxi

the
with,

Wordsworthian
Mr. Arnold’s

by

the

piteag

dis.

had been tendered

leaving.

Id the

him

summer

in

a

regiment

of 1862ja

just

beloved

son was accepted as sacrifice upon the

altar of

his country where he had offered Mis. life.
Thus for the first time the pale angel stepped

across the threshold of this home. = Searcely a
month passed before another son, the oldest,

. died in his eountry’s defense.
same time news came

Almostat

that the ‘other.

the

son

re-

malning in the army was wounded and in danger.

The deep waters of affliction passed

over

is .soul, but’ his trust was firm in God. Nears

ly a yeal passed andthe destroying

angel again

step

by his side

in all the vicissitudes

life, whose strong New

Eogland

sterling worth, had so well bulanced

of his

epergy and
his

more

longest pastorate afler this was passed with
the church at Tuscarora, in the vicinity of
which most of his subsequent life was spent,

andhis grave was made near the church where

classification of the poems is -vbvivus ad- he bad so often
eclared ' the ‘whole eounsel
vantage to the reader ; Mr. Palgrave does of God to a ligténing and ‘appreciative aus
not even separate the lyrical and

narrative

the sonnets, some of his omis-

sions arg unaccopntable,

and the want

a table of first lines detfacts® from
Py

|

death

of

the

which

was

at the

re

f

cents;

dience, Alittle babe, the son" of
lies beside him in hig last sleep.

his old
Five chil-

dren remain of his first and two of his
last marriage. A short time before hissdeath,

‘in

Agency

City

August

eral: Debility, Neuralgia, Fever
and Ague; Paralysis, Chronic

in Agency City.

ers, and

give

He was baptized

with: oth--

*

Diarrhea, Boils, Dropsy,
Humors, Female Com-

plaints, Liver Complaint, Remittent
ee
.
Fever, and
ALL DISEASES ORIGINATING IN A BAD STATE

For a boy

‘marked;
and" by his
he ‘won the esteem
friends. In the family

his“devotjofh

was

DEBILITY OR A LOW STATE
_ OF THE SYSTEM.

deeply

feel

the

Life

22d.

Sermon

the

pastor

by

church, Miss Mary Garard.
' ANSEL L, CHAMBERLAIN- died

ity, Towa, Nov. 18th; 860;

in

Element,

IRON,

infusing

In 1854 he came to Towa.

only
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pages.
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nice paper, for the records of the church, Price
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life

‘and Christian experiences of Bai, a converted
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Price 50 cents, postage 4 cents.
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“TO'GIVE

and all Skin Diseases.
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Minister's Manual,
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Strength,
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For Max apd Boost
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were
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of this body

paper covers, 10 cents,

Mr. U. Was born

Gartield

Fice

progress

»*ON_THE TRUTH OF THE BIBLE; an excel
ient book for all who would “search the Scriptures ” Twenty-two lectures on.the most, im.
portant’ points of Bible study, 1.00; pesiage, 9

Yigor and New Life into all parts of the system.
BEING FREE FROM ALCOHOL, Us energiz-

"in Malone, N.Y., Aug. 80, 1830. "Spent most
‘of his youthful days in Solon, O., with his
ather’s ‘family. Attended the Geauga seminBatesand James A.

the

and

reading.
$1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
Lectures
‘
®
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“ing effects are not followed by corresponding

reavement. But “they mourn not ‘as those
without hope.” ‘The funeral service was held

“Aug.

of

rise

other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family

Supplies the blood with its Vital Principle, or

affectionate ‘disposition .
of his associates
and
be was kind and lov-

sister

$1.00, including postage.
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by the same author,—Proi. J. J, Butler, cone
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, andthe
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ing. His loss to
the church and Sundayschool is severely felts . The-aged parents; two
brothers and one

stidienee,

nsidérable

denominational

Butler's Xhcatagy
5
»
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
.| of dectginal theolo gy; and the _author’s, yiews
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
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Sermon b
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Iowa,
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5, Com.

Benny was born Feb

and

the proceedings of the first sixteen sessions.
$1.00, including postage.
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;

ears ago he experienced religion under the
abors of Rev J. H. Decker,at a meeting held

226

of every.session, and the bouyd volumes embrac.

BENNY, son of Rev. E. and Mrs. Eliza 'Dudley. died

sup-

'
seversl

Christians in New York, till the time of
theh
union with the Freewill
Baptists. $1.00.
The Minutes of the General
are published in pamphlet form at the close

Thomas and Mrs. Deborah’: Loud Hurd, died,
at his bome in Kittery, Méine, Oct. 28, aged
87 years, 6 months and 27 days; Patient and
cheerful to the last, after 17'years of -the dread
disease, consumption, ‘he ‘has gone to thut
rest he has so longed for.
All iy. well with
your boy, aged mother, beloved brothers and
sisters and dear friends, whose privilege it was

1880.

>
hymns

covers She Jrst half century

CHARLES SPALDING.

:

<3

of the Freewill Baptists

from 1780 to 1
The

to realize fhat

JAMES CARLETON HURD, “son

¥

<

postage, 2 cents

The History

/

\

Y

tunes selected especially for prayer meetings. { 30

advanced age of88

years, 2 months and 9 days,

is
of

Abridged book, 75 and 60 cents.

Whe Racred Melody
is a small book of

history.

God doeth all things well and he could say
bléssed be his name.
He still thought there
was somethingto life, and he married a widow lady of the name of Priscilla Cobb.
This
marriage was on Thanksgiving day, 1869. He
has lived with her since, and has for most of
the time been able to work mere or less on his
farm. He has never been sick in all his life,
has done work of some kind every day sinee
he began to work in early life. He has been
-very much pleased to think his country granted him a pension in his old age for service
rendered in his youth., Mr. tilines has ever
been a very devoted Christian and strict’ in
family devotions, and on Oct. 14, he read Acts

suasions of his wife and chjldren he was finally tq care for him.
indueed to decline the post of chaplain which |

ideal nature was stricken downy and one bleak
some judicious editor were to do for him Nov
r.duy with the-snow lying upon the
what Mr. Arnold has néw done sp well hillk he followed her, a solitary. Arner bow:
for Wordsworth, The work of selection _ed down by much sorrow—to Hr ast. resting
has indeed been attempted before, and: ‘by place. All his remaining family, except the
no less a critic than Mr: Palgrave. "This: ingle son in thie army, lay sick at home with,
oid fever. In the February following, a
is not the place for attempting a full com- t
ahter was laid beside the.wife and mother:
parison between .the selections, but wi > 18
tue spring succeeding he left Columbus,
may observe that’ in several respécts Mr.
ti e scene’of such heavy trials; and removed to
Arnold's is the more satisfactory.Itis proOtselic. While here he was married to "Mrs.
‘duced in a much better form, it: contaivs | Chesbro,
the widow of a upion soldier.
His
dozen
would

family enjoyments,

for po- |

his labors: and, of
for four. yews.

pastor

etry. But Cowper, while never rising 80’ strétehed his.brouding wings over the” strickhigh as Wordsworth, scarcely indeed. can ‘en househogld,and the wife whom he had chosen
in his early manhood, who had 80 hravely kept
he reach to his shoe-latchet, often sinks

Those who can not ride’ may walk,—and
a three-mile tramp in the clear dir is a
splendid tonic: 1f the opera-is-beyondor
above yeu, concerts or the blessed music|
given up “wholly to

became

«+ ordinance of seccession.

English
poet is at the same time so wedk
and so
g as Wordsworth, so dull and
80 inspiring, so lofty and so. prosaic. "In
his defects hereminds us of Cowper, whose
fine sense of humor should have saved him

statute
can. hi the absence of any
permitting the act in terms, it is in fact

he

Thence he removed to

Cumberland, he lacked the wider knowledge of mei so invaluable toa poet. No

cerned.

his object was

for his. children’ advantages which his
as they do with each other. seeure
island home #id not theu afford, His first pasall manly and
torate was at East Troy, Pa, From thence he
frankin’ their demeanbr, partaking mach went to Sullivan in the same State, where a

zenship and allegiance are both Aineri-

+ extremely doubtful whetberan

But

wg

TERMS’; $1,50 for single copy, $1)20 for the

detail, the

was organized of which he was ordained deacon. Of that church he has been a member
till, a few years since, he united with the
church at Morristown Corners.
Mr. Glines
lived on his farm to which’ he went until his’
death. He buried his wife Polly in Feb. 21st,
1865. He ‘very much mourned Tor loss for

The result is that they are

the" doc-

tenor

ran away from home.

g

«joi

This book of nearly 1100 hymns with tunes
offered to our churches as the best of all books

| ply of churches.

“|

A Freewill Baptist church '

_some years, when he seemed

~-

the kind now before the public.
The abridged
~<f:edition is a selection -of just one-half of the hymns
and more ‘than half of the tunes found in the
larger book, and is designed more particularly
for the vestry and social worship,but is often used

tion, but arg permanent,
eo
14th chapter, attended prayers, went'to. his.}
to
him. making eight fn al, again to fod a ywood-yard, carried his axe to split some wood
SETH W. FOWLE ‘& SONS, Proprietors, 86
home in Central N. Y. This second removal
struck one blow and fell dead.
He leaves his
Ihave often beard him mention with a mild wife and four’ children: and. some grandchil-- ; - Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Druggists..
regret. He said when he left Mt. Desert he dren‘and great-grandchildren to mourn ‘his

as. free ly

parents abroad enjoy all. the Highs .and
privileges: of American citizenship.

descendants, and the- general

searcher for the truths of science

which he.brought to bear upon, give weight to,
and uphold his theology. Deprived in his
childhood and youth of many of the advantages
of education, he sought by every means: in his
ower to kindle a love of knowledge: in the
earts of his children and provide them with
the.means of its acquirement.
It was with. a
Xe
to their advancement that he again .left
‘Mt{
Desert where five childfen had been born

memory.

He can devour a book-in an hour or so, retain the cream of the contents, and tell you
all about it in the most entertaining manner
years afterward.
Ie is very fond of ruling by moral snasion, and -he governs his

studies,
ust

taken by - W.

W. Grout, congressman-elect from Vermont, that children: born of American
kent first laid down

pigeon-hole

bosom triend as well as'parent.
[His boys
will. come to him when home, And talk and
counsel with him about their books and

field Republican:

Paneer

a wonderful

indefatigable

family accordingly. His children are very’
fond.af him, and look upon him as their

“We clip the lollowing from the SpringFederal, favor the ground

nomination and others, for his friends were
many and firm, in all classes. His days were
spent in labor,.and his studies lengthened from
the evening to the ‘wee sma hours,” He wasan

Bixby.

—

Spiritual Songs.

SAMUEL G. GLINES
was born in New
Hampton, N. H., Aug. 5, 1792, in which town
he spent his boyhood .days. and being early
left an orphan he ehose as his occupation the
trade of house joiner, and was bound an apprentice to learn said trade. At his country’s
call ir 1812;#t roused his Patriotism and he Jeft.

Loran and

seut fee.

}

:
* isthe
inational Hymn Book, 'extensively used.” Larg
ok, in Sheep, $80; Moroccoy $90; Morocco Gilt, 1.25; Turkey Gilt, 1.50,
‘Postage 9 cenis ‘each. Small, Morocco, 65 cts;

CoM.
N

Series, for both adults

| The Psalmgdy

The memory of her

~

Inter-

and children, are printed monthly. at therate of
"100 copiesto one address for $5.00. Payment
in advance. ‘Discontinuéd
when time expires.

Mrs. Pinkhani freely answers all letters of inquiry.
Send for pamphlcts. Address asabove.
No family should he'without
Lydia BE. Pinkham®
LIVER PILLS. They cure Con DaHIAy Bilious.
messy
sud Torpidity of thre Liver, 2: Tt, per box.

counsel, her kind words and devotion lives in
the minds of ber children who have reason of
gratitude,to God for such a
ther.
She died
as sweetly and easily as an infant falls asleep

in'its mother’s arms, »

-

Tiesson Papers

Her husband now in his

91st year mourns his loss.

{

sent free,

This Magazine of 32 pages, contains the

their fields of
ness were widely separated,
he always watched the course of that young. joiner’s-bench
his
and tools; and shouldered |.
“a fa- | his musket and entered -hi§
er brother in the ministry with
country’s sérvice.
ther’s interest. Quick to see the right and eaWhen at the close of the /war he received an
ger.to stand in the front ranks of its defenders,
honorable discharge, came
to his native home
he was among the foremost in the Anti-slavery
and resumed his ocegpation. About this time
and Temperance movements.
His sea life had
he experienced religion and was baptized by
fostered a somewhat roving disposition, and
Vitalizes and Enriches thé
Blood, Tones
Elder John Colby,/and united with the F. B.
after a four years’ residence in Central N. Y.;
church of which /he has ever been a worthy
up the System, Makes the Weal
he returned to his native place.
‘Whether he
member. . He ‘was married to Polly Leavitt
Strong, Builds-up the Brokenfounded the F. Baptist church on Mt. Desert,
in 1815,
jth whem
he lived for fifty
down, Invigorates ‘the
1 have forgotten, but for twelve years he minyears.
He commenced
farming
andhouse
©
Brain, and
istered in sacred, things to one or two churches
keeping in. ‘Meredith, N., H.,, where
he
there. Sometimes crossing to the main’ land ‘lived til/1833, when with his family, he moved Fi /{"
and preaching at Orland, Blue Hill, Ilesboro’ to Elmore, Vt., where he has since lived. j..
i
and other places. Almost always on foot;
About this time there was a revival of relig=
sometimes walking seven or eight miles Sunion in-this place under the labors of Newell,

is anything in them of more than usual intérest-it-issmarked, that.he may see it at
once. Usually the General retires to bed
between 10 and 12 oclock.
Of course I
have given you but an outline‘of our life
here. There are always telegrams -and
letters by the dozen to answer.
General

‘ever interferes with its comfortable usé is
out of place and

rett

they get to the General's eye, and if there

00d tasts also—the principle, namely, of
appropriateness. . A ¢ book is ‘made to
read, not merely to be.looked at and what-

“a binding

glorious revival of religion was the result: of
his labors. Old members of that church still
speak of that wonderful, outpouring of God’s
grace, Among the converts was Rev. Selah Bar-

of all except Christ.

strictly.
gr

if'not.’

national lessons for three months, dictionary,
maps and various other helps. Itis intended i
be equal tothe best.
Sill
TERMS: 20 cents per copy in packages for- the
year, or 25 cents to single subscribers, 5 cents for
one copy.
FR
ite

Price, St: -‘Six ‘Bottles to one address, $5.

+

$2.50

S. 8S. Quarterly.

all circum

‘stances, act in harmony with the laws that
govern the féiifale system.
:
Forthe cure of litinky Complaints of either
sex, this Compound is unsurpassed.
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
is prepared atthe proprietorsiavoratory.
A
No, 233 Western Avenue, Lynn; Mass, «

to mourn their loss, which is deeply felt by
the commuuity in which she lived.
a
pope
/D. GOODWIN.

Terms ;—$2.00
per year, if paid
advance 3 $2.50
f
paid poi

ay
is for an older class of rea«ers than the’
YRTLE.
re
Terms: single copy, each, 38 cents,
Packages of ten or more to one address, each. . 95 cents
| Payment always in advance, discontined when
time expires, and no commission allowedon money sefit.
x
;

AND LIFTS IT INTO PLACE, AND GIVES IT TONE AND

66
of

Se
paper of eight pages, in t..

Postage is paid by the publisher.
The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabhath-school papers, princed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper.
beautifully illustrate t
Both papers dre of the same size, but the LITTLE

ARIGHT, STRENGTHENS THE MUSCLES OF THE UTERUS

ET

ings of the church. From the very first of his
Christian experience, be had'hot felt that his

Star,

first thirty days, and

ta (ESS AND LIVER TROUBLES.
1oT27

apd.to both the General

salary waited. W.J. Holland, Springfield, Mass,

Freewill Baptist Publications. -

The Positive Cure

THIS PREPARATION
NATURAL

EE

It is blfviitarary and pro
ressive.
All!
communications, should be adressed to Dover,N. H.

island awakened in his hearts vague sense of]
The Boston Advertiser. pointsout that flies by so quickly that we do not seem to |. grandeuy,
his youthful hands contributed to
Mes. TARBOX, wife of Daniel Tarbox, died
have
been
sitting
five
“minutes.
.
After
the support of his younger brothers and
sis- | in Strong, Maine, ‘April 17,1880, aged 87 years:
there is more than one side to the public breakfast
‘the morning mails are opened, |
schOOl QUESHION Err
At that time almost
the only occupation She professed faith in Christ at the age of 14,
GEO. C. GOODWIN & COQ., Boston,
the newspapers are hastily scanned for followed, or even thought of, in that region, married at 22, united with the F. Baptists
Sold by Druggists.
+% +To have a schooh~board represent the telegraphic news, and important Jnauists was cutting cord wood in winter, and going in connection with ber husband, who became a
on sea voyages at other seasons of the year.
t
Christian and was baptized at Kemmebunkport
practical inteliigence and material inter- receive attention, the General retiring
too young for the latter, he followed the
by Elder John Stevens in 1827.
On moving
ests of a. community is one of the funds ‘his secretary and short-hand aman nsis While
former, and when he embarked upon the life to Phillips, she united with, and ever remainmental features in ur system of public ‘to his private office, or ¢ snuggery,’ for the of a sailor, he was known as one of the wildest ed a faithful member of the Free Baptist
education. Public education is not .a purpose. After that, if the morning trains among his associates. At the age of 23 years, church till she went homie to join the -church
he was converted under the . admonitions of a’ ‘above. She was
a happy and cheerful Chrismatter of sentiment.
It is a serious, if from the East or Cleveland bring: visitors,
General receives and entertains them.
C. Baptist minister with which church he
tian and endeavored to.let religion shine in a
not the most important, affair with which the
united. From being an earnest sinner, he beDinner
is
the
same
as
breakfast
with
remode of conversation.
If she ever
a city or a community has to deal ; conse- gard to instruction and amusement, it mak- came an earnest Christian, and through the cheerful
had dark snd discouraging feelings, she never.
quently there.is need of bringingto bear ing no difference whether the visitors who whole course of his life never swerved from would let the devil: know it, by speaking of
upon it,.not only the ripest educational
Her
"Cup taste ; Eff
N
partake of it are high: or low,Senators or his allegiance to the Cross. At the age of 24 them in conference or prayer-meetings.
in her "last
year.
wisdom, but the wisest practical business soldiers, grander simple. "They can par- he was married to Miss Martha R. Ober, and mind was much impaired
BiLigys,E CONSTIPATIO
soon
followed
his
father’s
family
to
Central
N.
When not able to recognize her own children
experience as well, in order that its cost ticipate in the exercises if they see fit; if Y. His patural talents asan exhorter soon
and asked by her son if she had still a hope of?
Files,
may be restricted within the limits of wise not, they can eat and listen.
rr
brought him into public notice, and his presa.mansion above, “ Yes,” she answered; ‘a
.
adults,
nie avo AE
ge acts’
Ackthe as 5 slg
. economy.
well-grounded hope.” = She had lost knowledge
«The afternoon usually brings more visi- _encewas looked for and desired at the meetjexative)
£00
OFr
ij)

tors and mails,

MANAG
4144

IA E. PINKHAM'S
GETABLE COMPOUND,

L

PHILENA, wife of Ebenezer Walker, died in |

brothers and three sisters with other

.

to hire, go with and start others. Large salary
after first three months. Give age, experience,

| ifty-third “volume.

~

to

TRADE.

For my OBJECT-TEACHING BIBLE~Mww +

is a large religious

there.

= He leaves an aged

E

HARDWARE E

-

departed this life at his

Byron. He

and

OF

THE

WANTE

homein Phillips, Maine, Aug. 8, 1880, aged 82.
ears and 7 months.
Bro. B. experienced religion OS years ago, and was baptized by Rev.
Wm. Badge r and joined the’ Freewill Baptist

Brownfield, Me,, August 22, 1880, aged
years, 9 months and 14 days. - The subject

REV. J. N. BROWNE.

béen written, hy

|

MRS LYDIALL fiNkham, |

the
life of Rev.J. W. Browne would bg not only & after which she came to B. and united with
tribute of love and respéét to a.revered parent, -Free Baptist church in 1853, and has ever susand grateful to the hearts of many friends, scat-- tained a Christian character, ever ready to do
all she could “for the advancement of the cause
tered all over our country, as well as the just
.and well merited due of a good man, whose re- of Christ in the church and. society around
ward ig not-of earth, and a faithful laborer fay her, andswas alwuys ready to administer to the
sick. She has left a kind husband, an only
God in'the Free Baptist denomination, we beg
daughter and three son’s-in-law, also three
leave to supplement that which has alread
‘was

Covenant.

1 Whe Mornin,

and several children besides a large circle of
friends to mourn their loss.’
C. E.W.

at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE Of eight:

Then each one takes turns in pro-

cise become

.|

|

con-

sons pho do not patronize the Morning Star, it
1s but just that CASH should accompany the copy

are

familiar with, and make its contents a
soarce of entertainment, as wellas of instruction,
Somme time ago we got hold of
a little work called ‘Three Thousand English Words Usually Mispronounced.” It
has been our constant companion at meal
time since. ‘Somgone takes it and spells

L. P. BROWNE,:

He was chosen deacon and served faithfully
in that capacityunti he was called to join the

light in his family, and makes his table his
family altir. We usually discuss a& book

When a man of high character, as an

Obituaries

for'the

known.
Its action is prompt, thorough and
lasting, Don’t take pills, and other mecurials
that poison the system, but by using KidnevWort restore the natural action of. all -the or-

BRIEF and for. the public, For the excess over
ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those" sent by per-

' AT HOME.
¢ from 7 to half.past, and breakfasts en
famille at.about 8. The General takes de-

NOTICE.

Pe

scious of his approaching death, but, expressed a readiness for the change.
A funeral sermon was preached at East Hamburg, by Rev.
G. H. Ball, from 1 Cor, 13:12.
Much sympathy is felt for the parents, brothers and friends
of the deceased, who are so painfully bereft of
one whom they dearly loved.
(OM.

Rev. Wm. H. Chapman, Pastor of M. E.
church, Georgetown, D. C. writes:
*‘‘ Having
had an opportunity to test the excellent qualities of Dr. Bull’s, Cough Syrup,
I hesitate
not to say it is the best remedy I have ever
‘used in mygfamily.”
.
;
:

|

Wort - agree that it is-by far the best medicine

A good man

reavement to his afflicted family. He was

lov-

trust in

cure of constipation and disordered liver and
kidneys. Bat those that have .ysed Kidney~

Geo. Donnocker, of Akron, N. Y., died Sunday morning, Nov. 14, aged about 22 years.
His death resulted from accidental shooting,
by which his knee was shattered, rendering
amputation necessary, which operation he sur-'
vived only a few hours. The deceased was engaged in teaching school in Middletown at the
time of hig death:
He was a young man of
promise, ‘and his ‘sudden death isa: sad be-

rl

Hix abiding

The Doctors Disagree
as to the best méthods and remedies,

in

CHARLES DONNOCKER, second son‘ of Rev.

in

fami- |

fathers.

God leaves the assurance that what is our
Joss is his eternal gain,
He suffered much,
but endured as a good soldier,
We submis-’
sively say, *‘ rest in peace.”
E. TiBBETS.

and the mourners, go

about the streets.”

the main, and the most exact critical sagacity would not suffice to satisfy a the
demands of all his critics.— Temple
Bar.

made, it willbe ample time for Republi~

-tercourse, Whatever degreeof prosperity and power either might build up ‘by

bas gone to his reward‘‘

To the

As a faithful,

careful and devoted

he will be sadly missed.

that there might be
the harvest, yet in
continued pastorset as the seal of

God's acceptance of his Iybors.

and may wish that

°

ing companion, &

of a beautiful and in-

the conyersion of souls, so
a continual ingathering of
almost every instance of a
ate a special revival was

of

correctly

ly the afiliction igsevere.

&e., and which

alive and ready to receive God’s’ blessing

seventieth

too, at some

beyond a‘doubt, guided him

ple will'be protected. * When these things
-are accomplished and the complaint of
oppression and violence can no longer be.

created for industrial co-operation and in-

may wondef,

school will rorely feel their loss.

Sirucie Siscourse: * Though not eminently a
revivalist; for it was his greatest wish to see
the churches where he ministered
always’

tain poems which, like ¢* Peter Bell”, could
scarcely have been inserted in a complete
‘form. But Mr. Arnold's fine” taste hag,

the rights of the defenceless colored peo-

The
were

He

the faith,”

furnished the foundation

reader

space had been found i portions of cer-

will so enforce the laws that the lives and

industries and its commercial interests.
To do so would be to choke to death the

The

lady in her

the editor’s insertions,

the

is first

Mississippi that their Governments
first restore suffrage to all citizens,

The South can never isolate itself in its

itself they can increase ten-fold by

wind.”

Republicans,

to

taste.

course, I have kept

year, and that commencing with the line,
¢¢ Surprised by joy—impatient
as the

exacted from the States of Louisiana and

by the

very prosperity it was seeking.
North and South of this country

that addressed to a

regard

subject a moment umil a. pledge

much must be al-

who knows his Wordsworth may wonder-why Mr. Arnold has omitted such
poems - as ‘‘ The ,Green Linnet,” ** The
Eclipse of the Sun.” ¢“ Her Eyes are Wild”
a poem eminently characteristic of the poet in his prime, and sonnetsas beautiful as

as worthy of consid-

hope

“In all such cases

lowed for individual

We are tar from approving the

re

»

hand.

give something for nothing:

leaves a companion and five children? one,
child preceded
him to the better world seme
seven years since,
The cburch and Sunday-

Ca)

]
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18 a brief historica)

statement,
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City, saye three years devoted to his and has Been a
A used for bi
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os,
o Ca
country as a soldier in the late rebellion,
By
ears wich
t suCoess.
&-Full particulars
indysiry and ‘economy he has succeeded in
our pamphlet, which we desireto send free by, |
one.
#@=The Specific Medicine is
businéss, won the respect and confidence of ‘mail to every
sold by all druggists’at $1 per
packs,
or six
this community as a fair dealer and a true man.
above named
ks are sold
‘the_dozen,packages
for
$5,
or
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THE
GRAY MEDICINE CO.
“Send
your
orders
to
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tist church. «or a number of «years he has
+ No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich
been a S. 8. superintendent; and faithfully has
&ar-Sold in Dover, by W. H. Vickery, Lothrops
he borne largely of its responsibility, and by
& Pinkham ang by druggists everywhere. George
.
For sale also by
his devotion made it a successful work. He C. Goodwin & Co., wholesale agents, Boston.
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-Hletos Summary,
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The

Northern

camp;’ 20 miles

Pacific Railroad.

;

+ and lifts the ¢nterprise quite out of* its embarrassments. ‘The fact thatthe new loan is taken by a syndicate of bankers and involves no
compromising arrangements with trunk roads,
either those west of Chicagd or east, shows
thyt it has been taken as a great investment in
“itself, and insures an independent position for

the Northern Pacific itself, The new loan is
marketed at between 90 and 100 and is secured

1

whole

property,

which

will be the first lien, except for the issue of
$2,500,000 of bonds on the Missouri and $4,
500,000 on the Pend d’Oreille divisions. There
remain 800 miles of the road to build, and the:
finished enterprise will be répresented in the.
money market by $49,000,000 of common stock,
$43,000,000 of preferred stock, being she old:
*bonds-and gubject to some reduction B¥ reason
. of conversion into. lands, $7,000,000 of bonds
already issued and $40,000,000 of the bonds |

«

just negotiated.

This brings the bonded “debt

and preferred stock within

iE

$90,000,000.

The

of the'actual construction to this point, is due
last

18

Happiness is the absence of pain or annoyance, and wherever there is pain there is disease.- A pain in the lower portion of the
$15,000 to $20,000.—A small sumple trynk body indicates a disorder of some kind. If
containing $7000 worth of jewelry belonging to ‘theres any odor or color. or deposit in the
J. H. Morrow, a traveling salesman from three,
Philadelphia wholesale jewelry houses, was. urine,it means disease, and requires aftention
"stolen last night from the sidewalk in front of at once.
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